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abstract

The trend towards many-core systems continues to grow. Scaling single chip systems

with higher core counts however leads to increasing fabrication costs and low process

yields. Multichip systems can alleviate these concerns but require substantial chip-to-chip

bandwidth to provide sustained performance. Due to the limited density of chip I/O

pins and excessive power consumption of high-speed serial links, silicon photonic technology

has been proposed as an alternative for networking multichip systems. This dissertation

explores the design space of multichip photonic networks and makes several contributions.

Optical crossbars (channel sharing) designs are popular in nanophotonic literature.

These architectures improve performance by allowing nodes to share the network channels.

However, this sharing comes at a cost: increased optical (laser) power consumption. To ex-

plore this performance-power trade-off, an analytical model is developed in this thesis that

quantifies the limits and performance gains of channel sharing techniques. Furthermore,

an opportunistic channel sharing architecture called ‘wavelength stealing’ is proposed.

The wavelength stealing architecture does not incur any arbitration overheads in accessing

the shared channels and guarantees fairness.

Switched networks are ubiquitous in computer systems. In photonic networks, the

switching elements (routers) can be optical or electrical. A recent paper has shown that

breakthroughs are required in device development to make optical switching viable. This

leaves electrical switching as an alternative design option to explore for switched photonic

networks. In this context, this dissertation is the first work to provide an in-depth evaluation

of electrical switching within the constraints of silicon photonic technology. Advocating a

‘topology-aware’ design approach, this thesis also proposes novel router designs that avoid

expensive logic structures such as allocators and crossbars. Furthermore, this dissertation

provides novel quality-of-service mechanisms for providing performance isolation and

service differentiation between virtual machines (VMs) running on a nanophotonic system.
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1 introduction

Computer architects are in a never-ending quest to increase processor performance. The

performance of a processor is typically measured in terms of how fast it can execute

programs. Using Iron law, the execution time of a program can be broken down into several

terms:

Execution time of a program =
# of instructions in a program

IPC × frequency
(1.1)

For a long time1, the primary focus of computer architecture research was to increase

the product terms in the denominator thereby reducing the running time of programs.

Numerous techniques were proposed to increase instructions-per-cycle (IPC) such as

superscalar designs [85], out-of-order (OoO) execution [85], value prediction [63, 62] and

memory disambiguation [70, 20]. At the same time, researchers were able to achieve

orders of magnitude increase in frequency using techniques such as pipelining [18, 92,

85] and fabricating transistors that could switch faster with each technology generation

[19, 55]. Through exceptional pace in innovation, the performance of processors increased

exponentially [55]. However, at the turn of this century, researchers realized that simply

relying on IPC and frequency to stay on an exponential performance curve would be

challenging going forward [1, 74]. This caused a fundamental shift in the way computer

systems are designed and ushered in the ‘multicore era’ where performance scaling is

envisioned by increasing core counts [36, 94, 53].

Today, state-of-the-art processors feature multiple cores. Depending on the market

segment, quad-core and octal-core chips are commonplace. Road maps and projections

predict that multicore scaling will lead to hundreds if not thousands of cores on a chip

[33, 39, 7]. Although on-chip wires are capable of providing high bandwidths [34, 35, 41,

68], scaling single chip systems with higher processor counts leads to two main challenges:

1fondly referred to as the ‘single-thread performance era’
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increasing fabrication costs and low process yields [88, 72, 50]. Coupled with the end of Dennard

scaling, there is growing evidence that increasing core counts on a single chip will not be a

viable option in the near future [28]. One strategy to overcome these scalability challenges

is to aggregate several chips in a package [50]. This multichip approach however requires

enormous chip-to-chip communication bandwidth to provide sustained performance. The

goal of this thesis is to provide novel architectures and solutions to address the communication

challenges in multichip systems.

1.1 Overcoming Die Size Limits

Placing a very large number of cores on a single piece of silicon may lead to unacceptable

design complexity and yield risks while at the same time increasing fabrication costs to

prohibitive levels. Instead, what a designer really wants is to ‘stitch’ together multiple

smaller dies with a communication fabric that can achieve the same performance as a single

large monolithic piece of silicon. This leads us to the central question that is the focus of this

dissertation: what is an efficient communication fabric that can close the gap between intra-die

and inter-die bandwidth performance? There a many technologies that can be deployed to

interconnect multiple dies together, each with different trade-offs. They are discussed

below.

Solution #1: High-speed I/O Pins

An array of chips can be interconnected using off-chip I/O pins. Unfortunately, this solution

suffers from the following limitation(s):

• Limited pin density: The density of off-chip I/O and package routes dramatically

lags that of on-chip wires [9]. This gap in intra-die and inter-die bandwidths makes

chip-to-chip communication the system bottleneck.
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• High power consumption: Due to limited pin counts, off-chip I/O is typically im-

plemented using overclocked serial links [12]. The excessive power consumption of

these high-speed serial links restricts system scalability to higher chip counts.

Solution #2: 3D Integration (Die Stacking)

Another popular approach for aggregating multiple chips is to use vertical 3D stacking of

dies interconnected using through-silicon-vias (TSVs) [81, 15, 93]. This technique suffers

from the following drawback(s):

• Heat removal challenges: 3D die stacking can dramatically increase thermal hotspots

if two highly active dies such as processors are stacked on top of each other. Fur-

thermore, dies that are stacked farther away from the heat sink suffer from thermal

isolation leading to self-heating [17]. These thermal considerations restrict both the

type and number of dies that can be stacked vertically.

• Power delivery limitations: Placing chips squarely atop one another restricts the

amount of power that can be delivered to the dies. This means that vertical die

stacking is best employed for low-power applications such as DRAM integration [6,

65].

Solution #3: Capacitive Proximity Communication (PxC)

Capacitive proximity communication (PxC) technique incorporates special silicon ‘bridge’

chips that employ dense on-chip (electrical) wires to carry data. This is illustrated in figure

1.1. The bridge chip is placed faced down on two logic (e.g. processor) dies as shown in

the figure. The chip-to-chip connections are formed using tiny capacitive pads. Using PxC,

highly dense on-chip wires on one chip can be extended across a chip-to-chip gap leading
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Bridge chip 

Figure 1.1: Capacitive proximity communication (PxC) (photo taken from [51]).

to a system that behaves like a logically continuous piece of silicon. The PxC approach

however, suffers from several disadvantage(s):

• Low speed transmission: Signals propagate at only 5 − 10% the speed of light in

standard (electrical) on-chip wires [34]. This leads to high message latencies in large-

scale systems.

• High power consumption over long distances: PxC provides high bandwidth com-

munication at low power consumption over short distances [51]. However, for dis-

tances beyond a few chips (i.e. few centimeters), the energy-per-bit consumption of

electrical wires becomes expensive.

Solution #4: Optical Proximity Communication (OPxC)

In optical proximity communication (OPxC), data transmission occurs using optical signals

i.e. light. Once the electrical data is converted into optical form, it can be carried in optical

waveguides that are fabricated on silicon-on-insulator (SOI) chips. Light travelling in one

chip can be coupled across a chip-to-chip gap using mirrored surfaces. This is illustrated

in figure 1.2.

Compared to the solutions discussed earlier, optical proximity communication (OPxC)

holds several advantage(s):
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Figure 1.2: Optical proximity communication (OPxC) (photo taken from [51]).

• High speed transmission: Optical signals propagate at approximately 30% the speed

of light in silicon [50]. Thus, compared to electrical signals, transmitting messages

using optics incurs much lower latencies.

• Low power consumption over long distances: The energy cost of optical communi-

cation is projected to be much less than electrical communication, especially over

distances larger than a few centimeters [51, 8].

• High bandwidth densities: Optical communication enables unprecedented band-

width densities as each waveguide in the system can carry multiple parallel streams

of information [50]. Such plentiful bandwidth availability is important to scale the

system to higher chip counts.

1.2 Macrochip - A Multichip Communication Substrate

This section gives a brief description of the macrochip system, a wafer-scale technology

platform for aggregating multiple dies [51, 50]. This system employs optical communication

and was developed at Oracle (formerly Sun) labs. The macrochip system is depicted in

figure 1.3.

The macrochip architecture consists of an array of sites (also called nodes). Each site

can house a conventional die such as a processor and/or memory chip. The die sits face up

in a site opening and a special optical bridge chip is mounted on top of it facing down. The
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Optical fibers p Bridge chip (router + optical devices) 

processor 
 and/or DRAM 

waveguides 

SOI substrate 

Figure 1.3: A 16-site macrochip system.

bridge chips house optical devices to perform electrical to optical conversions and vice versa

along with the associated router logic. Site-to-site communication occurs via waveguides

that are fabricated on an silicon-on-insulator (SOI) substrate. Power is delivered to each site

from a top plate and heat is removed from the package from the opposite side (bottom).

The macrochip system uses a combination of capacitive proximity communication (PxC)

and optical proximity communication (OPxC) to communicate data between the sites. The

raw electrical data originating at a site is first communicated across the site-to-bridge gap

using PxC. This data is then converted into optical form and transferred to a waveguide

in the substrate layer using OPxC. The waveguides then carry the optical signals to the

intended destination where the data is converted back into electrical form and delivered to

the receiving site. By converting the data into optical form, the macrochip system is able to

exploit the latency, bandwidth and energy advantage offered by optical communication

when transferring data over long distances (tens of centimeters).

The macrochip system is used as the baseline architecture in this thesis. However, the

contributions of this dissertation go beyond the macrochip and are broadly applicable to

any silicon photonic interconnect.
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1.3 Thesis Contributions

The research presented in this dissertation addresses the following problem: For a macrochip

like system, what is an efficient network design? The goal in conducting this research was to

devise novel architectures that provide robust performance (latency/ throughput) given

cost metrics such as area and power consumption. What makes this research challenging

is that traditional electrical solutions are not directly applicable in the optical domain as

the opportunities afforded by this technology as well as the constraints imposed by it are

quite different. In this regard, this dissertation makes the following contributions.

• Evaluation of 1-hop optical network topologies: The topology of a photonic inter-

connect impacts both its performance and laser power requirements. The 1-hop

fully-connected point-to-point topology offers arbitration-free connectivity with low

energy-per-bit consumption, but suffers from low node-to-node bandwidth. Alterna-

tively, another class of 1-hop topologies called channel sharing or optical crossbar

designs improve inter-node bandwidth but incur higher laser power consumption in

addition to the performance costs associated with arbitration and contention. As part

of this dissertation, an analytical model is developed that demonstrates the limits and

gains of channel sharing techniques over a fully-connected topology under realistic

device loss characteristics.

• Providing arbitration-free accesses on shared channels: This dissertation proposes

a novel photonic interconnect architecture that uses ‘opportunistic’ channel sharing.

Specifically, this network design does not incur any arbitration overheads and guaran-

tees fairness. Evaluation of this interconnect architecture using detailed simulation in

the context of a 64-chip macrochip system reveals that this new approach achieves up

to 28% better energy-delay-product (EDP) compared to a fully-connected topology

for some high-performance-computing (HPC) applications.
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• Investigation of electrical switching (� 1 hops) techniques in photonic networks:

Although 1-hop designs such as channel sharing networks incur low dynamic energy

costs by reducing the number of electrical-to-optical (E/O) and optical-to-electrical

(O/E) conversions along a communication path, the high laser power consumption

of these networks make them less attractive for adoption in the near-term. Relaxing

the 1-hop constraint, this dissertation presents an in-depth evaluation of electrical

switching (� 1 hops) designs within the constraints of silicon photonic technology.

Both low-radix and high-radix topologies are investigated and it is demonstrated

that an adaptively routed fully-connected network capable of non-minimal (2-hop)

routing provides significantly higher performance compared to popular topologies

such as flattened butterfly or fat-tree.

• Novel low-cost router architectures: The extreme radix of a fully-connected topology

presents a significant challenge in terms of router design. It is demonstrated that the

traditional input-queued crossbar router becomes prohibitively expensive in terms of

area and power consumption when scaled up for a fully-connected topology. Instead,

this dissertation advocates a ‘topology-aware’ router design approach and proposes

novel routers that avoid expensive logic structures such as allocators and crossbars.

It is shown that compared to a naive traditional router, the proposed designs pro-

vide 95% and 83% savings in power and area respectively without compromising

performance or throughput.

• Incorporating quality-of-service (QoS) guarantees in optical networks: This dis-

sertation proposes several novel mechanisms to provide quality-of-service (QoS)

guarantees in a photonic network. This enables a hypervisor to map virtual machines

(VMs) with different bandwidth demands to appropriate regions in the network.
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1.3.1 Relation to Previously Published Work

This thesis encompasses work, both published and unpublished, at the time of this writing.

The published work is described below:

• Wavelength Stealing: An Opportunistic Approach to Channel Sharing in Multi-

chip Photonic Interconnects (MICRO - 2013). This paper [109] explores channel

sharing or optical crossbar designs and proposes a novel arbitration-free interconnect

architecture called ‘wavelength stealing’. This work is discussed in detail in chapter 4.

This paper was coauthored by Pranay Koka, Herb Schwetman, Mikko Lipasti, Xuezhe

Zheng and Ashok Krishnamoorthy.

1.4 Thesis Organization

The rest of the dissertation is organized as follows. Chapter 2 provides background in-

formation on silicon photonic technology. Chapter 3 presents prior work related to this

dissertation. A detailed investigation of 1-hop silicon photonic network designs is pre-

sented in chapter 4. Electrical switching in optical networks is explored in chapter 5. Finally,

chapter 6 concludes this thesis and discusses possible directions for future work.
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2 photonic technology

To make optical communication a reality in multichip computing systems, two types of

challenges need to be addressed: device-level and architectural. Device-level challenges

involve design and fabrication of optical devices that are low-loss and high speed. Such

optical devices include components such as modulators, drop-filters, couplers, waveguides,

etc. and constitute the building blocks of a silicon photonic network. Fabrication of these

devices is under extensive on-going development and many components have been demon-

strated in the literature [107, 102]. From an architectural standpoint, the main challenge is to

design an interconnect that is energy efficient and yields the best performance on the target

applications. Although this dissertation is primarily focused on the architectural aspects

of photonic network design, a basic understanding of the various optical components

involved in building these networks is important. The goal of this chapter is to provide

such a foundation to the reader.

The rest of the chapter is organized as follows. Section 2.1 describes major optical com-

ponents that are employed in silicon photonic networks. The basic operation of a photonic

link is discussed in section 2.2. Sections 2.3 & 2.4 briefly highlight the considerations and

opportunities afforded by silicon photonic technology. Finally, section 2.5 concludes this

chapter.

2.1 Optical Devices and Components

In photonic networks, a channel (logical connection) between a sender and a destination is

formed using one or more waveguides. Each waveguide can support multiple wavelengths

(links) using a technique called wavelength-division-multiplexing (WDM). These wave-

lengths carry bit information in the form of modulated light. Along a communication path

however, there may be many optical components that interact with the light signal. The
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goal of this section is to describe these optical components and discuss their performance

characteristics. The main components employed in photonic networks include: lasers,

waveguides, modulators, multiplexers, drop-filters (de-multiplexers), receivers, interlayer

couplers, splitters and optical switches.

Lasers

Laser sources generate the unmodulated light that is imprinted with information in optical

channels. Light from external laser sources is brought to the edge of the system boundary

via optical fibers and is coupled into the waveguides that are fabricated on a SOI routing

fabric using either edge coupling [13, 4] or grating couplers [66, 103]. A WDM-capable

laser source can inject light at many wavelengths (λ1, · · · , λi, · · · , λn) thereby providing

many parallel independent streams for modulating data. Furthermore, each wavelength

of light (say λi) typically carries enough power such that it can be split up further once

it is brought into the system fabric and used to power the same wavelength (λi) link in

multiple waveguides [50]. By using this optical power sharing technique, the total number

of laser sources required in the system can be reduced.

One of the biggest challenges facing silicon photonic technology is that generating laser

light is currently expensive. This is because the efficiencies of commercially available WDM

lasers is low: 1 − 5% [108, 14, 54]. This has important implications in terms of the total

bandwidth that is available in a photonic network. These considerations are discussed in

section 2.3 as well as in chapters 4 and 5.

Waveguides

Waveguides are the ‘wires’ in a photonic network. They serve to route optical signals from

a source site to the respective destination site. As discussed earlier, waveguides are capable

of supporting many wavelengths using WDM. Hence, many parallel independent streams
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of information can be supported in a single waveguide leading to high bandwidth densities

in the system. The propagation speed of light in waveguides fabricated in an SOI substrate

is approximately 30% the speed of light in vacuum. Furthermore, the propagation losses

in waveguides is low: 0.05dB/cm [60]. This largely obviates channel length considerations

which is in stark contrast to traditional electrical networks where an important design goal

is to avoid long global wires [42].

An important consideration in the design of silicon photonic networks is to avoid waveg-

uide crossings in the SOI routing substrate as they introduce significant crosstalk and power

loss [49]. This constraint has important implications both in terms of waveguide layout

as well as the number of routing layers employed in the routing substrate. Furthermore,

the amount of optical power that a silicon waveguide can carry as well as the number of

wavelength channels (WDM factor) it can support is limited due to certain device-level

considerations [80, 22, 27, 37, 26, 24]. These factors affect the number of waveguides needed

to build a network topology and have important implications on the available bandwidth.

These considerations are discussed in section 2.3.

Modulators

Modulators convert an electrical bit stream to an optical data stream, i.e. electrical-to-optical

(E/O) conversion. One of the most promising candidates for implementing a modulator

device is the reverse-biased, carrier-depletion ring resonator [107]. This ring modulator

is fully compatible with standard complementary-metal-oxide-semiconductor (CMOS)

fabrication processes and can operate at data rates between 10 − 20Gbps.

A significant issue for ring resonators is that they are highly sensitive to fabrication

inaccuracies and ambient temperature variations [73, 101]. To correct the drifts in resonance

frequency arising from process variations and temperature fluctuations, a tuning mecha-

nism is incorporated with the ring resonator devices. Following the methodology used in
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prior papers [50, 109], this dissertation models the tuning cost as a static component in a

photonic network’s total power consumption. Specifically, the tuning power is modelled as

0.3mW/ring.

Multiplexer

A multiplexer device combines wavelengths of different channels into a single waveguide.

Mutiplexer devices are typically employed when there are two types of waveguides in

the system. For example, the macrochip system discussed in chapter 1 employs short

local waveguides of smaller pitch in the bridge chips and low-loss global waveguides

of larger pitch in the SOI routing substrate. In this case, the wavelengths of multiple

local waveguides can be multiplexed into a single global waveguide using a multiplexer.

One way to implement a multiplexer is to use cascaded ring resonators [105]. Using ring

resonators to build multiplexers however incurs tuning costs similar to ring modulator

devices.

Drop-filter (De-multiplexer)

A drop-filter or de-multiplexer is used to demultiplex a single wavelength from a shared

multi-wavelength waveguide. That is, this device has two outputs: one output extracts the

selected wavelength while the other output contains the remaining wavelengths. Drop-

filters can be fabricated using ring resonators [79]. Consequently, they suffer from the same

tuning issues as modulator ring resonators.

Receiver

A receiver is made up of a photo-detector, amplifier and thresholding circuit [64]. The photo-

detector converts the received optical signal into electrical form, i.e. optical-to-electrical
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(O/E) conversion. This electrical signal is then passed through an amplifier circuit. Finally,

a thresholding circuit is used to decide whether a bit 0 or 1 was sent. The receiver sensitivity

in this dissertation is modelled as −21dBm similar to what has been assumed in prior work

[50].

Interlayer Coupler

An interlayer coupler or optical-proximity-communication (OPxC) couples the light trav-

eling in a waveguide on one chip to a waveguide on another chip provided the chips are

placed face-to-face (see section 1.1). There are two popular technologies to accomplish

interlayer coupling: mutually aligned waveguide gratings [67, 97] or mutually aligned

reflecting mirrors [52, 106]. This dissertation assumes the latter approach which incurs a

device loss of about 2 − 3dB per coupling.

Splitter

An optical splitter is a single input, dual output broadband device that splits the intensity

of light travelling on all wavelengths at an input waveguide into two portions, one for

each output waveguide [30]. Specifically, the number of wavelengths at the input and

output waveguides remain the same. It is just that the optical power across all incoming

wavelengths is split in half and transferred to each of the two outputs. By halving the

intensity of incoming light, an optical splitter imparts a device loss of 3dB per output.

Network designs that rely on broadcast capability require optical splitters to provide this

functionality.
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Optical switches

Optical switches are broadband devices that route light from different input to output

channels depending on how they are configured. Optical switches can be built using

multiple optical device technologies. A Mach-Zehnder interferometer (MZI) [29, 90] can be

used to implement an optical switch with suitable switching speeds albeit at the cost of high

area and power consumption. Alternatively, periodic resonances of ring resonators can be

used to create a smaller optical switch compared to the MZI approach [56]. However, the

tuning power requirements of ring resonators along with the high optical losses incurred

by these switches in the current technology generation make optical switching difficult to

implement in the near-term [49]. Furthermore, since optical buffering is not yet feasible,

optical switches along a path have to be setup in advance before sending data. This limits

their applicability to circuit-switched-style networks which incur high message latencies.

2.2 Basic Operation of a Photonic Link

Bits in optical channels are represented by the presence or absence of light. A bit 1 is

represented by light; whereas, a bit 0 is indicated by the absence of light.

Sending information - Modulation: The direct modulation of laser light for encoding

information is performed by ring modulators (denoted by ‘M’ in figure 2.1). The modulator

is placed next to a waveguide and is tuned to a particular wavelength. The ring modulators

have two modes of operation, on-resonance and off-resonance, used to write a bit value

of 0 and 1 respectively. In on-resonance, any light passing by on the tuned wavelength is

coupled (drops) into the cavity of the ring modulator and is attenuated. Hence, during the

on-resonance mode, a bit 0 is written on the wavelength as light is absorbed by the ring as

shown in figure 2.1a. During off-resonance, the ring modulator simply allows the light to
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Figure 2.1: Example depicting operation of a photonic link when (a) sending a bit ‘0’ or (b)
sending a bit ‘1’.

pass by thereby writing a 1 on the link as shown in figure 2.1b. The ring modulator can be

brought in and out of resonance by controlling the electrical charge or temperature applied

to it.

Receiving information - De-modulation: On the receiver side, a drop-filter and photo-

detector device are used (denoted by ‘D’ and ‘PD’ in figure 2.1 respectively). The drop-filter

ring resonator is tuned to the same wavelength as the modulator ring and always kept

on-resonance as shown in the figure 2.1. However, instead of dissipating the absorbed light,

it is ejected out to a photo-detector (O/E conversion) which informs the receiver whether a

bit 0 or 1 was sent.
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2.3 Technology Considerations

This section surveys some important design considerations in nanophotonic systems. Un-

derstanding these constraints is necessary to explore the design trade-offs associated with

this technology. These technology constraints can be broken down into three categories:

link-level, network-level and system-level.

2.3.1 Link-level Considerations

The pertinent link-level considerations in photonic networks are described below.

• Source enough laser light to overcome link losses: Typically, each optical compo-

nent is characterized by optical losses which represent the degradation in intensity

of light as it passes by the device. Optical power that is injected by the laser source

experiences degradation due to these losses. Eventually, enough laser power has

to reach the receiver such that it can reliably differentiate between a bit 1 and a 0.

Consequently, photonic links have to be provisioned with enough laser light so as to

overcome the worst-case losses along a light-path.

• Incorporating more optical devices along a link leads to higher optical loss: The

higher the number of optical components incorporated along a light-path, the higher

the optical loss becomes for that link. To overcome this loss, this link needs to be

sourced with more laser light. This increased laser power consumption has important

implications on network designs that employ a large number of optical components

along a link to get higher performance. These trade-offs are explored in detail in

chapter 4.

• Waveguides have limits in terms of optical power and WDM:Waveguides are re-

sponsible for carrying information in photonic links. Due to device physics, waveg-
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uides are limited in terms of the amount of laser light they can carry as well the

number of wavelengths they can support [49]. These limitations together with the

bandwidth requirements of the desired topology ultimately determine the total num-

ber of waveguides required to build a network. Now, depending on area limitations,

it may or may not be possible to fabricate these many waveguides on the routing

substrate. These scalability considerations are discussed at length in chapter 5.

2.3.2 Network-level Considerations

The following network-level constraints must be carefully considered when designing

photonic networks.

• Generating laser light is expensive: Light generated by off-chip laser sources is used

to convey information in optical networks. Generating this laser light is expensive

however. This is because efficiencies of commercial WDM lasers is only 1 − 5% [108,

14, 54]. This means that up to 95% of the wall-socket power flowing into the laser

source is completely wasted. Due to this expensive power overhead, all photonic

network designs in this dissertation are evaluated under a fixed laser power budget.

• Input laser power is limited: In addition to the constraints involved in generating

laser light, delivering this optical power to the routing substrate is challenging as well.

For example, the amount of input laser power that can be delivered to the macrochip

system is limited by the number of optical fibers that can be connected along the

perimeter [49]. This makes optimizing for laser power consumption a first-order

design constraint in photonic networks.

• Waveguide layouts need to avoid crossings: An important consideration in the

design of silicon photonic networks is to avoid waveguide crossings in the SOI routing
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substrate as they introduce significant crosstalk and power loss [49]. Two popular

approaches explored in literature include:

– Employing a multi-layer routing substrate where the horizontal and vertical

waveguides are incorporated on separate layers [50]. Inter-layers couplers are

then used to communicate between the layers.

– Using a single-layer routing substrate but relying on non-minimal channels to

avoid crossings [49]. In this case, channels of the network originate at the sender

and are routed to the destination as part of a loop.

All photonic network designs considered in this dissertation employ the latter ap-

proach for avoiding waveguide crossings, i.e. they use non-minimal channels laid

out as part a loop.

2.3.3 System-level Considerations

The following constraint must be carefully considered when deploying silicon photonic

technology in a system.

• Photonic technology is static power dominated: Silicon photonic networks based

on ring-resonators are static power dominated, specifically, laser power and ring-

resonator tuning power. This means that the bulk of the power consumption in these

networks is independent of the network load. To justify these high activity-agnostic

power costs, photonic networks should be deployed in high utilization scenarios.

2.4 Technology Opportunities

Although photonic technology is facing many challenges, it is also providing some unique

opportunities. These advantages are leveraged heavily in the network designs proposed in
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this dissertation. The most pertinent technology opportunities are highlighted below.

• ‘Speed of light’ communication leads to low message latencies: The propagation

speed of optical signals is significantly higher compared to traditional electrical

communication. This results in lower message latencies compared to networks built

with electrical channels. This latency advantage is critical for latency-sensitive traffic

such as that encountered in cache-coherent shared memory systems.

• WDM enables high bandwidth densities in the network: The ability to multiplex

many independent parallel streams of information in a single waveguide or fiber en-

ables tremendous bandwidth densities in the network. Such abundance in bandwidth

enables designers to explore richly-connected topologies, even those that are con-

sidered too prohibitive for traditional electrical networks, such as a fully-connected

topology. Furthermore, such plentiful bandwidth facilitates system scaling to higher

chip (node) counts as discussed in chapter 5.

• Low propagation losses mitigate channel length considerations: Light traveling

in optical links suffer from low propagation losses ≈ 0.05dB/cm [60]. Thus, light

can be carried to long distances without the need for repeaters as is the case in

traditional electrical cables thereby mitigating channel length considerations. This is

especially advantageous in high-radix topologies that have been shown to provide

higher performance albeit at the cost of longer inter-router channels [42]. Furthermore,

the ability to cheaply incorporate long channels also mitigates many layout and

packaging considerations such as avoiding waveguide crossings as discussed earlier.
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2.5 Summary

This chapter presented a brief overview of nanophotonic components involved in building

optical networks. These include: lasers, modulators, waveguides, drop-filters, receiver

circuits etc. The chapter then described how these components come together to build a

simple photonic link. Modulators are employed to impart bit information on laser light

which is carried by waveguides to the receiver where it is converted back into electrical

(bit) form. Since silicon photonics is a young technology, it is facing many challenges.

Some important considerations that must be carefully weighed when designing photonic

networks were presented. These constraints were broken down into three categories:

link-level, network-level and system-level considerations. Most of the constraints revolve

around optical device losses, layout of waveguides, and in generating as well as delivering

laser light into the system. Finally, the chapter concludes by highlighting some important

opportunities afforded by silicon photonic technology and how they come into play in

network design.
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3 related work

This dissertation makes contributions in three aspects of photonic network design: network

topology, router microarchitecture and quality-of-service (QoS) guarantees. The goal of

this chapter is to survey the most pertinent prior work related to these aspects. As such, this

chapter is structured as follows. Section 3.1 covers the various optical network topologies

proposed in prior work. Next, related work that addresses the scalability challenges of

router microarchitectures is presented in section 3.2. Mechanisms to incorporate QoS

guarantees in photonic networks proposed in literature are surveyed in section 3.3. In all

these sections, the contributions made by this dissertation are briefly highlighted to convey

to the reader where these ideas fit into the landscape of prior work.

3.1 Silicon Photonic Topology Approaches

In recent years, many silicon photonic network designs have appeared in literature ranging

from the simplest unshared fully-connected network [50, 49, 51] to numerous sharing based

designs [95, 96, 69, 76, 100, 78]. In most cases, the assumed device losses have varied greatly.

Some designs have made aggressive (low) loss assumptions and, as a result, have been able

to show significant performance gains. Yet, other papers have assumed more conservative

device loss parameters and have argued for simpler designs and topologies to keep the

laser power consumption low. Broadly speaking, the photonic topology designs proposed

in literature can be placed into two categories: channel sharing (optical crossbars) and

switched (path sharing) networks. These categories are surveyed below.
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3.1.1 Channel Sharing Topologies (Optical Crossbars)

Channel sharing networks are also called ‘optical crossbars’ or ‘all-optical’ designs. The

key defining feature of these networks is that they are 1-hop. Specifically, in these networks,

messages originate at the sender and are conveyed to the destination in just 1-hop. This

minimizes the dynamic energy expended in converting the information between electrical

and optical form. Specifically, these networks minimize the number of E/O and O/E

conversions required to convey a message. However, these savings in dynamic energy

typically come at the cost of increased laser power consumption per link as explained in

chapter 4.

In channel sharing, the wavelengths of the channels are shared by multiple senders

and/ or receivers. This is accomplished by placing microring resonators belonging to

different nodes along the channel waveguides. Different flavors of channel sharing have

been proposed in literature: single-writer single-reader (SWSR) [50, 49], multiple-writer

single-reader (MWSR) [95, 96, 69, 109], single-writer multiple-reader (SWMR) [78], and

multiple-writer multiple-reader (MWMR) [76, 100].

3.1.1.1 Single-Writer, Single-Reader (SWSR)

In SWSR, each communication channel has only one source and one destination. This

category represents a degenerate case where there is no sharing between the senders or

receivers on the network links. The only architecture that fits this category is a statically

allocated fully-connected, point-to-point (P2P) topology. A computer architect unfamiliar

with photonic literature may be astounded by the inclusion of a fully-connected network as

a possible design point because of its packaging complexity. However, owing to the high

bandwidth densities of nanophotonics (see chapter 2), some recent photonic papers [50, 49]

have proposed efficient layouts of the fully-connected topology for the macrochip fabric.

Koka et al. in [50] present a dual-layer layout of the fully-connected topology for the
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macrochip system. Specifically, the vertical and horizontal waveguides are fabricated on

separate routing layers to avoid waveguide crossings. Inter-layer OPxC couplers are then

employed to transmit optical signals between these routing layers. Since, each sender has a

dedicated channel to every other destination and the routing algorithm employed is 1-hop,

this network does not suffer from any switching or arbitration overheads. In a follow on

paper, Koka et al. [49] describe a single-layer layout of the fully-connected topology for the

macrochip fabric. This layout employs non-minimal channels to avoid waveguide crossings

and approximately halves the number of inter-layer couplers employed compared to the

two-layer layout. Since, the P2P topology employs the least number of optical devices along

a link, it incurs the least complexity and link loss compared to the channel sharing designs

presented below.

3.1.1.2 Single-Writer, Multiple-Reader (SWMR)

Multiple reader channels are typically implemented using optical broadcast or tunable

microrings to selectively divert all the optical energy to one destination. For the latter case,

SWMR networks require an broadcast-based mechanism to notify the target destination to

tune in and the other destinations on the channel to tune out.

Kirman et al. [47] implement a SWMR based bus interconnect. In this architecture, each

node uses a dedicated channel to transmit its information which can be listened on by

the other nodes in the network. Specifically, if there are N nodes in the network, then

there are N channels. Each channel will have one sender and N− 1 receivers. The sender

node broadcasts its messages to all the receiver nodes on its channel. Implementing this

broadcast mechanism requires (N− 1)× laser power to be sourced per link compared to a

unicast link. Since generating laser light is expensive (see chapter 2), the high laser power

consumption of this network limits its scalability. The Firefly architecture proposed in [78]

mitigates some of the scalability concerns of [47] by restricting the expensive broadcast to
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just a small header flit that notifies the intended destination to turn on its receiver. This

notification mechanism however adds latency to message communication.

Due to active and pass-through losses of ring-resonator devices, multiple reader chan-

nels have significant link losses that increase with sharing degree leading to high laser

power consumption in these networks.

3.1.1.3 Multiple-Writer, Single-Reader (MWSR)

Network architectures in this category require multiple ring modulators per channel to

enable shared access to a waveguide or selective wavelengths in a waveguide from multiple

sources. This category of interconnects has similar link loss as SWMR networks and require

an arbitration mechanism at the source to resolve access conflicts on the shared channel.

The Corona network [95] implements a MWSR architecture which has N channels for an

N node network. Each channel has one receiver and N− 1 writers on it. To resolve conflicts

between the senders, each channel employs a special control wavelength that carries tokens.

A token conveys the right to use the channel. Before a sender node can write a message

on the channel, it has to acquire a token. After this sender is done communicating its

information, it injects the token back on the arbitration wavelength. This scheme fairly

allocates the channels in a round-robin manner. This leads to high channel utilization

when the contention between the senders is high. If however, only a small subset of the

senders have messages to send, then the channel utilization suffers as a sender may need

to wait for the full token rotation latency to acquire an uncontested token. Vantrease et

al. [96] build on [95] and propose two new token-based schemes called ‘token channel’ and

‘token slot’ that improve the channel utilization by foregoing the round-robin constraint of

the earlier design. In token channel, only one token is circulated on the token wavelength.

Alternatively, the token slot architecture employs a continuous stream of tokens to improve

the channel utilization even further. To provide fairness, these schemes use some special
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control wavelengths in addition to the token wavelength. These extra wavelengths increase

the control overheads incurred per channel and result in higher laser power consumption

in the network. Morris et al. [69] propose a network-on-chip interconnect architecture that

employs MWSR channels. This design uses the token slot scheme proposed in [96] for

arbitration between the sender nodes that share a network channel.

3.1.1.4 Multiple-Writer, Multiple-Reader (MWMR)

MWMR networks require microring resonators both at the source and the destination

leading to the highest link loss compared to the other three categories. These networks

require both an arbitration mechanism at the source as well as a mechanism to select the

appropriate destination.

MWMR channels were first considered by Pan et al. [76] where both senders and re-

ceivers share the channels. This design proposes a ‘two-pass’ continuous token arbitration

scheme between the senders and requires receiver side arbitration as well on its MWMR

channels. In the two-pass token arbitration scheme, only a single node is serviced on

the first pass and if unused, any node can be serviced by the token on the second pass.

By prioritizing different nodes in the first pass, this scheme ensures a minimum level of

fairness in the network. The ‘Channel Borrowing’ scheme [100] argues for simplifying the

two-pass token arbitration proposed in [76] by restricting the number of senders on shared

channels to two. One of the two senders on a channel is called the ‘owner’ while the other

one is called the ‘borrower’. The owner node has higher priority for sending data compared

to the borrower. These priorities are enforced using token-arbitration. Furthermore, the

owner and borrower priorities are distributed across the network channels in such a way

that a minimum level of bandwidth is guaranteed to all nodes in the network.
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3.1.2 Path Sharing Topologies (Switched Networks)

Path sharing topologies include switched networks. In switched networks, messages can

take multiple hops to reach their intended destination. That is, the communication in these

networks experience � 1-hops. Higher hop counts in conveying a message result in more

E/O and O/E conversions. This leads to higher dynamic energy consumption compared

to channel sharing designs (discussed in section 3.1.1) where messages are relayed in

just 1-hop. However, silicon photonic networks are static power dominated, specifically

laser power and tuning power of ring-resonators. Thus, even though switched networks

incur higher dynamic energy consumption, this has negligible impact on the total power

consumption of photonic networks as explained in chapter 5. Therefore, switched network

designs represent viable options for deployment in silicon photonic systems.

Switched networks are ubiquitous in computer systems. In a silicon photonic network,

the switching elements (routers) can be optical [50, 49, 84, 21, 46] or electrical [40, 50].

3.1.2.1 Optical Switching

In optically-switched photonic networks, both the switching elements (routers) as well

as the network links are optical. The shared-source-row (SSR) architecture proposed by

Koka et al. [50] falls into this category of optical networks. In this architecture, the N

nodes in an N ×N array share a data channel to each destination. This shared channel

is implemented using MZI broadband switches (see chapter 2). This design proposes

a two-phase arbitration mechanism that employs special control wavelengths to setup

the optical switches. In their follow on paper, Koka et al. [49] propose a broadcast-based

arbitration mechanism that incurs lower complexity than the two-pass arbitration scheme

but gives similar performance. In addition, this paper presents an implementation of the

butterfly topology on the macrochip platform that employs optical switches. To avoid

waveguide crossings, the optical switches in this topology are implemented using two
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waveguide routing layers. Inter-layer couplers are used to communicate between these

layers.

Shacham et al. [84] have proposed a circuit-switched 2D torus network that uses an

electrical control plane with an optical data plane. The electrical control plane sets up the

optical switches in the data plane before data transmission takes place and tears down the

network paths thereafter. This network must transmit large amount of data to amortize

the high latency of electrical path setup and tear down making this design unsuitable for

cache coherent shared memory traffic where the biggest unit of transfer is a cache line.

Cianchetti et al. [21] have proposed a hybrid opto-electrical network-on-chip architecture

called phastlane. The optical components of the phastlane network are integrated on a

separate chip and packaged with the processor die via 3D integration. Microring resonators

are employed in the optical switches to perform the switching functionality. Control signals

that setup the ring resonators are sent optically along with the data. If a conflict arises

between two incoming packets intending to go out of the same output port, then only one

of the packets is forwarded through the optical switch. The other packet is converted into

electrical form and buffered. This packet is then retried at a later time. The optical switches

in the phastlane architecture employ a large amount of waveguide crossings which can

lead to significant optical loss (see chapter 2).

Current state of the art optical switches incur a loss of about 3.0dB [25]. Furthermore,

each waveguide crossing in the network causes a loss of about 0.2dB [49]. Such high losses

lead to considerable laser power consumption in optically-switched networks.

3.1.2.2 Electrical Switching

In electrically-switched photonic networks, the switching elements (routers) are electrical

while the links are optical. Electrically-switched silicon photonic networks have so far

received the least attention in literature. This is because the conventional wisdom behind
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initial photonic designs was that electrical-to-optical (E/O) and optical-to-electrical (O/E)

conversions along a communication-path would incur significant dynamic energy costs.

However, as recent papers have demonstrated [49, 109], the energy consumption in a

photonic network is dominated by the static components, specifically laser power and ring

resonator tuning power. Therefore, electrically-switched photonic networks represent a

viable option for deployment in the near-term. In fact, one of the key contributions of this

dissertation is an in-depth evaluation of this category of silicon photonic networks (see

chapter 5).

Joshi et al. [40] have proposed a 3-stage clos network design that uses electrical routers

and photonic channels. This architecture employs a U-shaped layout for the network

waveguides to avoid waveguide crossings. This paper only compares their clos architecture

against a mesh network and ignores popular topologies such as fat-tree [57] or flattened-

butterfly [43] that offer higher path diversity in the network leading to superior throughput

performance. An exhaustive evaluation of these popular topologies within the constraints

of silicon photonic technology is provided in this dissertation in chapter 5.

3.1.3 Thesis Contributions

Silicon photonic technology offers integration of multiple chips to provide high perfor-

mance, improved yields and lower costs (energy-per-bit). This has inspired architects to

explore different networking strategies for adoption in silicon photonic networks. Popular

approaches in literature include optical crossbars (channel sharing) and switched networks

as discussed earlier. This dissertation makes contributions in both these categories of

optical networks. A brief description of these contributions is provided below.
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3.1.3.1 Contributions in Channel Sharing Approach to Photonic Networks

Analyticalmodel to quantify the limits andgains of channel sharing: The fully-connected,

point-to-point (P2P) network falls into the SWSR category of channel sharing topologies.

The P2P topology employs the fewest number of optical devices along a network link.

Hence, this topology suffers from the lowest laser power consumption cost per link. The

other categories of channel sharing topologies (SWMR, MWSR, and MWMR) provide

higher performance but also exacerbate the laser power consumption in the photonic net-

work by requiring higher number of optical devices along a wavelength path. To explore

this trade-off, an analytical model is developed in this dissertation that quantifies the

limits and potential gains of channel sharing techniques given a laser power budget. This

analytical model is described in detail in chapter 4.

Novel arbitration-free channel sharing architecture called ‘wavelength stealing’: All

channel sharing topologies that incorporate multiple senders and/or receivers per link

(SWMR, MWSR, and MWMR) require some form of arbitration at the source and/or

at the destination depending on how the sharing is implemented. As surveyed above,

a number of arbitration techniques in shared networks [78, 76, 96, 95, 100] have been

proposed. Each of these techniques suit different topologies and differ in complexity and

latency overheads. This dissertation introduces the ‘wavelength stealing’ architecture which

implements an MWSR-type sharing over a fully-connected point-to-point (P2P) topology

and avoids arbitration completely by using a novel aggressive channel-stealing mechanism

with graceful recovery from collisions. The wavelength stealing architecture is presented

in chapter 4. Evaluation results show that this arbitration-free architecture exhibits lower

latency and better throughput performance compared to traditional arbitration-based

architectures.
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3.1.3.2 Contributions in Switched Photonic Network Topologies

Thorough evaluation of electrical switching within the purview of photonic technol-

ogy: Switched networks are pervasive in computer systems. In silicon photonic networks,

the switching elements (routers) can be optical or electrical. In the current technology

generation, optical switches incur a significant optical loss as discussed earlier. Koka et

al. in a recent ISCA paper [49] show that significant breakthroughs are required in de-

vice technology to make optical switching viable. This leaves electrical switching as an

alternative approach to adopt in switched photonic networks. Electrically-switched silicon

photonic networks do not exacerbate the laser power consumption by incorporating many

ring resonators along a waveguide nor do they require high loss components such as optical

switches. Thus, on the static (laser and ring tuning) power front, these networks offer

an inherent advantage over optical switching. However, as discussed earlier, electrically-

switched photonic designs have so far received minimal attention in literature. The goal of

this thesis is to fill this gap. In this vein, this dissertation presents an in depth evaluation

of electrically-switched network designs within the constraints imposed by silicon pho-

tonic technology in chapter 5. Many popular topologies, both low- and high- radix, are

investigated and it is shown that a fully-connected network capable of adaptive routing

provides the highest performance.

3.2 Microarchitecture of High-Radix Routers

The topology of a network has a profound impact on system performance. The trend in

recent years indicates a push towards high-radix networks [44]. In high-radix topologies,

the routers of the network are built using many narrow ports as opposed to low-radix

routers which have fewer ports which are wider. Moving to a high-radix topology increases

the overall ‘connectedness’ of the network. That is, in a high-radix network, packets are able
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to reach their destinations with fewer hops resulting in higher performance compared to a

low-radix network. Furthermore, increasing the radix reduces switch count in the network

leading to lower power costs [44]. This increased performance together with lower costs

is driving the scaling trend of routers towards higher radix [44]. Examples of high-radix

topologies include butterfly [23], fat-tree [57] and flattened-butterfly [43] topology. The

Thinking Machine CM-5 [58] and the Cray BlackWidow vector multiprocessor [82] both

use the high-radix fat-tree topology for their network.

Increasing the port count (radix) leads to a significant increase in the complexity of the

router microarchitecture. Traditional router designs employ three main logic structures: two

allocators and a crossbar switch. The complexity of these logic structures scales quadratically

with the number of ports making high-radix router design particularly challenging. In

recent years, there have been a variety of proposals [44, 2, 16] that address the scalability

concerns of high-radix routers. These prior proposals are surveyed below.

3.2.1 Prior Work

The progression of a packet through a traditional router pipeline involves two allocations

followed by traversal through a crossbar switch (more details are provided in chapter 5).

The two allocations are performed in the following order: ‘virtual-channel allocation’ (VA)

followed by ‘switch allocation’ (SA). Two allocator circuits are employed to perform these

allocations. The complexity of a traditional switch allocator scales as O
(
k2

)
where k is the

number of ports of the router. To address the quadratic increase in complexity with router

radix, Kim et al. [44] have proposed a distributed switch allocator design that breaks down

the allocation process into three stages. For the first two stages, the arbitration decisions are

made locally over just a small subset of inputs such that each stage can fit into the router

clock cycle. Then the distributed request signals are collected via global wiring to perform

the final stage of allocation. The winning requesters are notified by propagating the grant
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signals back after the final allocation stage.

The complexity of a traditional virtual-channel allocator circuit poses even a bigger

problem then the switch allocator. This is because the virtual-channel allocator logic

scales as O
(
k2v2

)
, where v is the number of buffer queues (virtual channels) per router

port. This new multiplicative term, v2, exacerbates the complexity concerns and makes

scaling the virtual channel allocator prohibitively expensive. The authors in [44] adopt

slightly modified versions of their distributed switch-allocator circuit for performing virtual-

channel allocation. For better scalability, they incorporate speculation as well where virtual

channel allocation is performed deeper in the pipeline.

To facilitate distributed allocation, the authors in [44] propose incorporating intermedi-

ate buffering in the crossbar switch. However, incorporating buffering at each crosspoint

granularity becomes prohibitively expensive in terms of storage. To reduce this complexity,

the authors in [44] propose a hierarchical switch organization which partitions the crossbar

into many smaller subcrossbars with buffering applied to only the inputs and outputs of

these subswitches leading to a significant reduction in the storage overheads.

In a recent paper, Ahn et al. [2] argue that the hierarchical switch organization proposed

by [44] has limited scalability due to the power and area overheads of the wires and

intermediate buffering. Instead the authors of this paper propose a network within a switch

microarchitecture design approach for building high-radix routers. In other words, this

work proposes replacing the crossbar switch employed inside the routers with a network

itself. They call this intra-router network as the local network and the inter-router topology

as the global network. The authors evaluate different topologies for the local (intra-router)

network such as fattree [57], 2D torus [23], and 2D HyperX [3]. Their evaluation results

show that the fattree local topology provides the lowest area and power consumption.

However, employing a network topology as a replacement for the crossbar switch incurs

high performance cost in terms of latency.
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Binkert et al. in their paper [16] also highlight the scalability concerns of the crossbar

switch within a traditional high-radix router. To improve scalability, the authors in this

work propose an optical switch architecture that employs MWSR photonic channels (see

section 3.1.1.3) to build a flat crossbar switch. The main components of their high-radix

router are input and output buffers along with an optical crossbar. Packets arriving into

the router via input fibers are immediately converted into electrical form and are buffered

at the input. There they undergo optical arbitration to gain access to the optical crossbar

switch. This work borrows the token channel scheme proposed in [96] for performing the

optical arbitration. The optical crossbar employs a separate MWSR channel for each output

port and all the input ports are allowed to write on it (after winning arbitration). Once

packets traverse the crossbar and arrive at an output port, they are put in buffers until they

can leave the router. One of the biggest concerns about this optical crossbar design is the

high laser power consumption of MWSR channels as discussed in section 3.1.1.

3.2.2 Thesis Contributions

Novel router architectures that do not employ allocators or a full crossbar switch: This

dissertation provides an in-depth evaluation of electrically-switched photonic network de-

signs and demonstrates in chapter 5 that the fully-connected, point-to-point (P2P) topology

provides the highest throughput performance . However, designing the router presents

a significant challenge for the fully-connected topology as it is the highest-radix network

that can be constructed to interconnect a set of nodes. Specifically, for an N node network,

the router in a fully-connected topology has N ports. As discussed earlier, the complexity

of the main logic elements (allocators and a crossbar switch) employed in a traditional

router scales quadratically with the number of ports. Hence, employing a traditional router

design for the fully-connected topology becomes prohibitively expensive as its area and

power consumption scales as O
(
N2

)
, i.e quadratically with the network size. Instead, this
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dissertation adopts a ‘topology-aware’ router design approach and demonstrates that low

cost routers can be designed that employ simple arbiters instead of allocators and do not

require full crossbar switches. These innovative router designs are presented in chapter 5.

3.3 Quality-of-Service (QoS) guarantees

Broadly speaking, quality-of-service (QoS) refers to mechanisms or techniques for providing

service guarantees in the network. QoS guarantees become essential when many entities

(e.g. nodes or VMs) share the network and the available resources (e.g. bandwidth) are

limited. In this case, it is the job of the QoS mechanism to allocate resources to the clients

or entities according to some fairness criterion or service level agreement (SLA). Popular

uses of QoS include providing performance isolation and differentiated service. Performance

isolation guarantee ensures that the resource utilization of one entity should not impact

the service promised to another entity sharing the network. Differentiated QoS enables a

resource to be allocated in varied proportions.

Two recent papers [75, 77] have proposed mechanisms for incorporating QoS guarantees

in photonic networks. This prior work is surveyed below.

3.3.1 Prior Work

Ouyang et al. [75] have proposed a QoS mechanism for their photonic network-on-chip

(NoC) architecture that provides bandwidth differentiation in the network. This work

adopts the ‘token slot’ scheme proposed by [96] (discussed in section 3.1.1.3) along with

MWSR channels as their baseline architecture. On top of this baseline, they incorporate

two additional optical rings per channel: a ‘completion’ ring and a ‘frame-switching’ ring.

These additional optical components are used to implement ‘frame-based’ arbitration

that enables differentiated QoS support in the network. In frame-based arbitration, a
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frame is composed of multiple packets. Different shares of this frame are allocated to the

source nodes according to the desired differentiation levels. A frame number is associated

with every frame. A source node keeps pushing its packets into a frame as long as it

does not exceed its assigned share. Once this node reaches its share limit, it pushes any

subsequent packets to the next frame. Frame-based arbitration has two requirements: 1)

packets belonging to the same frame must be delivered before the next frame can start;

and, 2) frames are delivered in the order of increasing frame numbers. By enforcing these

requirements, it is ensured that the share guarantees of the source nodes are upheld. The

biggest drawback of this architecture is that the frame-switching ring implements optical

broadcast that consumes significant laser power consumption.

The design proposed by Pan et al. [77] does not require optical broadcast to incorporate

differentiated QoS guarantees. Instead, this paper proposes an adaptive feedback mecha-

nism that throttles the source nodes to maintain the desired bandwidth guarantees. This

design also adopts the token slot scheme proposed by [96] together with MWSR channels.

A QoS controller is integrated with every MWSR channel. Each source node that shares a

MWSR channel maintains token consumption information which is communicated to the

QoS controller at the end of a communication epoch. Using the received token consumption

information, the QoS controller calculates the token quota required by each source node

for the next communication epoch to maintain the desired bandwidth guarantees. The

QoS controller then conveys the assigned quotas to the source nodes. The key insight

employed by this architecture is the use of data channels to exchange QoS information

instead of incorporating separate control wavelengths just for this purpose. This reduces

implementation overheads provided the data channels are wide. If the data channels are

narrow, then periodically exchanging QoS information can significantly hurt the network

throughput. Another disadvantage of this architecture is that it can only be applied to

arbitration based networks.
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3.3.2 Thesis Contributions

Novel mechanisms for incorporating QoS guarantees in multichip photonic networks:

This dissertation provides novel QoS mechanisms for providing performance isolation (see

chapter 4) and service differentiation (see chapter 5) in multichip photonic networks. The

proposed techniques differ from prior work in several ways. First, since this dissertation

focuses on multichip systems, the scale of the network is much larger compared to the NoC

designs proposed in prior papers. Thus, QoS guarantees are enforced at the granularity

of virtual machines (VMs) instead of individual nodes in the network. Furthermore,

the techniques proposed in this thesis rely on the hypervisor to configure the network

resources and map VMs to the appropriate network regions to ensure that the desired

QoS guarantees are enforced. Finally, prior work on QoS techniques in photonic networks

employ arbitration based network designs. Since, the network architectures proposed in this

dissertation are either arbitration-free or use electrical switching, these earlier approaches

are not applicable to the designs presented in this thesis. The novel QoS mechanisms

proposed in this dissertation are discussed in detail in chapters 4 and 5.

3.4 Summary

This chapter surveyed the most relevant prior work related to this thesis. The chapter

started by discussing different topology architectures in photonic networks. Channel

sharing topologies were the first category of networks considered. Channel sharing designs

are 1-hop networks. It was shown that prior channel sharing architectures that incorporate

sharing either at the sender side and/ or receiver side incorporate some sort of arbitration

mechanism. Furthermore, it was highlighted that the high laser power consumption per

link in these architectures pose a significant challenge in terms of network design. Next,

prior work on switched photonic networks was surveyed. It was highlighted that the high
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loss of optical switches in the current technology generation raises concerns about the laser

power consumption in optically-switched photonic networks. The chapter then delved

into the complexities of router design for high-radix networks. A brief overview of the

design approaches proposed in prior papers for alleviating these complexity concerns was

presented. Finally, a brief description of mechanisms for incorporating QoS guarantees

in photonic networks proposed in literature was presented. Throughout this chapter, the

contributions made by this dissertation were briefly highlighted to illustrate where they fit

in the landscape of previous work.
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4 channel sharing in photonic networks

The topology of the interconnect has a profound impact on network performance. This

chapter investigates channel sharing topologies in photonic networks. Channel sharing

designs, or optical crossbars as they are sometimes called, are 1-hop networks. That is,

channel sharing architectures minimize the number of E/O and O/E conversions required

to communicate a message to a destination. The simplest channel sharing network is a

fully-connected, point-to-point (P2P) topology. A P2P network statically partitions the

total network bandwidth (wavelengths) between the sender-destination pairs leading to

relatively low bandwidth (narrow) node-to-node channels. On the other hand, a network

that enables sharing combines wavelengths to form a single logical high bandwidth (wide)

shared channel. Thus, sharing-based networks can potentially provide higher node-to-node

bandwidths compared to a P2P network, albeit at the cost of arbitration delays in accessing

the shared channel. The peak node-to-node bandwidth of a channel is proportional to the

following terms:

Node-to-Node bandwidth ∝ s× Eff(s)× Total wavelengths

N2
(4.1)

where, N is the total network nodes, s is the sharing degree (s � 1), and Eff(s) signifies

the efficiency of sharing (Eff(s) ∈ [0, 1]). This fractional term Eff(s) captures the costs

associated with sharing, e.g. overheads of arbitration, fairness, etc. Eff(s) is inversely

proportional to the sharing degree s due to higher overheads (e.g. contention). Sharing

(s > 1) can provide higher bandwidths compared to a P2P network (s = 1) as long as the

costs do not outweigh the benefits i.e. s× Eff(s) > 1. In addition to the efficiency penalty

however, there is anothor significent cost associated with sharing in photonic networks:

high static power consumption.

Photonic networks based on ring resonators are static power dominated because of laser
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power and ring tuning power [76, 49, 48]. A higher degree of sharing requires more devices

along a wavelength, thereby increasing the required input laser power (optical) and the

device tuning power (electrical). Efficiencies of commercially available WDM lasers are

1 − 5%, and may be expected to exceed 10% in the next decade [108, 14, 54]. When laser

efficiency is considered, laser power becomes the dominant contributer to static power

dissipation. Thus, optimizing for laser power must be considered a first-order design

constraint. The laser power consumption of a photonic network is proportional to the

following terms:

Laser Power Consumption ∝ Totalwavelengths×

Avg. loss per wavelength︷ ︸︸ ︷
# devices

wavelength︸ ︷︷ ︸
Increases with sharing s

× loss

device
(4.2)

This thesis uses the power-constrained design approach described in [49] which assumes

a fixed input laser power budget for all designs under consideration. This constraint ensures

that any performance gains that arise from sharing do not come with the costs of increased

laser power consumption. Equating the laser power consumption of a sharing design to a

P2P network using Eq.(4.2) leads to the observation that:

Total wavelengthssharing < Total wavelengthsP2P

Thus it is clear that the total peak bandwidth of a network with wavelength sharing will be

lower than that of an energy-equivalent point-to-point network. If this sharing design can

still provide higher node-to-node bandwidth (Eq.(4.1)) even with fewer total wavelengths,

then it may be the preferred design choice over a P2P network depending on the target

applications. Thus, a sharing design can win on performance (bandwidth) and power
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(laser) only when:

s× Eff(s)︸ ︷︷ ︸
(>1)

× Total wavelengthssharing

Total wavelengthsP2P︸ ︷︷ ︸
(<1)

> 1 (4.3)

Most prior sharing-based proposals have assumed very aggressive values for device

losses. This has led to designs in which sharing has had negligible impact on the average

loss per wavelength in Eq.(4.2) leading to
Total wavelengthssharing

Total wavelengthsP2P
≈ 1. With no penalty

from this ratio term in Eq.(4.3), these designs have pushed sharing to very high levels (e.g.

s = 64) and have shown significant performance gains with minimal impact on laser power

consumption.

This dissertation models the impacts of conservative loss assumptions on photonic net-

work design and makes the following contributions in this chapter:

• An analytical model to determine the limits and gains of sharing,

• The design of a novel arbitration-free, energy efficient shared channel network archi-

tecture, called wavelength stealing,

• Detailed performance evaluation of the wavelength stealing architecture implemen-

tation on a single-layer wafer-scale multichip system, and

• Application of the wavelength stealing architecture to improve the network through-

put of a partitioned multichip cluster using a smart hypervisor.

The rest of the chapter is organized as follows. Section 4.1 discusses the additional losses

that arise due to sharing and quantifies the performance gains achievable by a sharing

design. Section 4.2 presents a novel sharing-based design called wavelength stealing.

Implementation of wavelength stealing on a multichip system is discussed in section

4.3, and the application of wavelength stealing architecture to support multiple virtual

machines is presented in section 4.4. Section 4.5 discusses the evaluation methodology and
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results, and section 4.6 concludes this chapter. Most of the work presented in this chapter

also appears in my MICRO paper [109].

4.1 Sharing in Photonic Networks

4.1.1 Ring Modulator Losses

(a) point-to-point channel 

(b) shared channel 

Figure 4.1: A point-to-point (P2P) versus shared channel. Due to extra modulator rings,
light on a shared wavelength suffers from higher losses.

Figure 4.1a shows a waveguide carrying two wavelengths in a point-to-point topology

where source nodes ‘A’ and ‘B’ modulate different wavelengths to destination node ‘E’.

Each modulator ring placed along the waveguide is tuned to a specific wavelength and

modulates light on that wavelength. Modulation is controlled by electrically biasing the

ring using the data stream to either pass light (transmit a ‘1’) or absorb light (transmit a ‘0’).

An active ring (that modulates a wavelength) causes a significant insertion loss of 4.0dB
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to the wavelength. As shown in the figure, the wavelength of light also passes by rings

that are tuned to other wavelengths of a waveguide. These rings cause a smaller passive

through-loss of 0.05dB per ring.

4.1.2 Wavelength Sharing

Figure 4.1b shows a waveguide carrying two wavelengths that are shared by two senders

‘A’ and ‘B’ to a destination node ‘E’. Each node sharing a wavelength has a ring along

the waveguide tuned to that wavelength. Thus in figure 4.1b, each wavelength passes by

twice as many rings compared to a wavelength in the point-to-point channel. Multiple

active rings on a wavelength will significantly increase the loss even though only one of

them would be transmitting data. To achieve lower loss, a ring can be detuned dynamically

away from the target wavelength as long as it is not transmitting data. However, due to the

fast response times required, it is not feasible to detune a ring far enough from the target

wavelength to make the loss negligible. Even with aggressive device techniques, we can

expect a loss of 0.5dB per detuned (inactive) ring. In this work, it is assumed that tuning or

de-tuning the microrings will occur in one bit time. This is an aggressive device technology

goal and is under investigation.

4.1.3 Sharing Gains

From figure 4.1b, it is evident that wavelength sharing increases the link loss. This section

explores the limits on sharing imposed by these additional losses. By extending the

topology shown in figure 4.1b to sharing degree s and WDM factor w, the additional
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optical power loss of a shared wavelength compared to the P2P wavelength becomes:

�LdB(λ) = Losssharing − LossP2P

= (s− 1)[ 0.5dB︸ ︷︷ ︸
inactive rings

+(w− 1)0.05dB︸ ︷︷ ︸
other λ rings

]
(4.4)

Now, the amount of laser power consumed by Wsharing wavelengths in a shared design

and WP2P unshared wavelengths in the P2P design is given by:

Psharing = Wsharing × 10(Prx+�LdB(λ)+LossP2P)/10

PP2P = WP2P × 10(Prx+LossP2P)/10

By equating these two equations, the number of unshared wavelengths that consume

equivalent laser power to a given number of shared wavelengths can be expressed as:

WP2P = Wsharing × 10�LdB(λ)/10 (4.5)

This equation clearly shows that under the equivalent laser power constraint, the unshared

P2P network can support higher number of wavelengths and hence offers higher total

bandwidth (capacity) than a shared design. However, sharing can lead to higher node-

to-node bandwidths over the P2P network provided there is no contention on the shared

channel. These node-to-node bandwidth gains are quantified below.

Let us defineSpeedupideal to be the ratio of time taken by a message of sizemessagesize

to be delivered to a destination on a P2P (unshared) channel versus time taken on a shared

channel. It can be computed as:

Speedupideal =

[
messagesize

WP2P
+ Tprop

]
[
messagesize
s×Wsharing

+ Tprop

] (4.6)
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Figure 4.2: Ideal speedup versus sharing degree s assuming w = Wsharing = 16 and
Tprop = 0.

where Tprop is the propagation time between the sender and destination. This definition of

speedup is called ‘ideal’ because it does not associate any overheads (in terms of time or

wavelengths) with sharing.

Figure 4.2 shows the ideal sharing gains achievable as a function of sharing s assuming

16-way WDM waveguides. From Figure 4.2 and Eq.(4.6), the following observations can be

made:

• The ideal achievable speedup is independent of message size assuming Tprop = 0.

This is because the messagesize term in the numerator and denominator simply

cancel each other out in Eq.(4.6).

• Wavelength sharing is only effective at low sharing degrees. In fact, ignoring all

overheads of sharing, the optimal1 sharing degree is just 3 (sideal).

• Beyond the optimal point, the number of wavelengths in the shared channels de-

creases significantly leading to a drop in the achievable speedup.

1defined as the lowest sharing degree with the highest speedup value.
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4.2 Wavelength Stealing Architecture

This section presents a novel interconnection architecture for multichip systems called

wavelength stealing.

4.2.1 Design Overview

The topology of the wavelength stealing interconnect is similar to that of a point-to-point

(P2P) network. Each node in the system has a dedicated channel (one or more waveguides)

to every other node in the system and is called the ‘owner’ of that channel. The owner

has non-blocking access to send information to a destination using its dedicated channel

and is always guaranteed service on that channel. In addition to its dedicated channel,

the sender can also steal access to channels owned by other senders to that destination.

However, access to this additional (stolen) bandwidth is not guaranteed. Figure 4.3 shows

an example where node ‘B’ has a dedicated (owned) channel to destination ‘E’ and can also

steal on the channel owned by node ‘A’. Similarly node B’s dedicated channel to E can be

stolen by another node ‘C’. Hence every channel in the system is owned by one node and

can be stolen by one or more other nodes. Stealing is performed arbitration-free (without

notification to the owner or other stealers). Any errors (collisions) that arise from stealing

are corrected at the destination using mechanisms described in later sections. Stealing is a

form of wavelength sharing and is accomplished by placing additional modulator rings

along the shared waveguide as shown in figure 4.3. These additional rings cause higher

wavelength losses (as described in section 4.1). Hence to match the laser power budget of

a P2P network, the wavelength stealing architecture will have to use fewer wavelengths

per channel than the P2P network. However, it can still provide higher node-to-node

bandwidths than the P2P network provided stealing access on other channels is successful.
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stealer stealer stealer owner owner owner 

Figure 4.3: A 2-way wavelength stealing design example showing sender B’s channels to
destination E. Sender B can send 2bits/cycle guaranteed on its (owned) channel to E, and
can opportunistically steal bandwidth on A’s channel to send 2 extra bits/cycle provided
A is not using its channel. Note that this figure does not show the stealing channel of
sender A and the owned channel of sender C to destination E.

4.2.2 Implementation Details

For correct operation, an implementation of the wavelength stealing design should satisfy

some strict requirements:

1. The owner must be guaranteed non-blocking access without any arbitration delays.

2. A stealer can steal bandwidth without arbitration (no prior notification to the owner

or other stealers) and should be notified if it needs to stop stealing.

3. The destination must be notified if a received phit is corrupted due to collision and

must be able to correct the bit errors. On receiving a valid phit, the destination must

be able to identify the sender of the phit.

To meet the above requirements, the wavelength stealing architecture employs erasure

coding [91] and special control wavelengths per channel. For simplicity, the rest of this

section assumes only one stealer per channel.
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Figure 4.4: Erasure coding example. Corruption in A’s message due to a collision from B

gets marked (∗) in the control wavelengths. This location information is used to perform
erasure correction at the destination.

4.2.2.1 Erasure Coding

In the wavelength stealing architecture, a stealer is allowed to steal (use wavelengths)

on a channel without prior notification to the owner (i.e., it is arbitration-free). In this

case, whenever a stealer steals on a channel on which the owner is actively sending data,

a collision occurs, causing errors in the owner’s message. These errors are corrected at

the destination using erasure coding. When a collision occurs, a stealer is notified by the

control wavelengths to stop stealing, preventing further errors in the owner’s message. This

ensures that an owner’s message is never corrupted beyond the point of recovery. Erasure

codes rely on location information of potential errors to provide better correction capability

than codes that correct random bit errors [31]. For example, with location information, a

parity code is capable of correcting a single bit error. In the case of multi-bit errors, stronger

erasure codes can be employed [31].

Figure 4.4 shows a channel in the wavelength stealing architecture with associated data

wavelengths (indicated by D on the y-axis) and control wavelengths (indicated by C on

the y-axis). The owner’s message (A) has a parity column appended to it. As this message

goes past the stealer (B), B steals on the owner’s channel leading to an error. This error is

automatically marked (discussed later) in the control wavelengths (∗). A stealer detects
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collisions with the help of the control wavelengths and stops stealing to prevent further

errors. The corrupted message arrives at the destination (E) where the computed parities

are compared with the parity column in the message. If there is a parity mismatch, the

corresponding bits at the marked location are inverted to correct the bits in error.

It is important to emphasize that if no errors are marked in the control wavelengths

then a received message is completely error-free and the destination doesn’t need to wait

for the subsequently arriving parity bits. Thus, in the absence of contention at low loads,

the latency overhead of accessing the shared channel is completely hidden and messages

only experience minimal latencies2 which is not possible in a design based on arbitration.

4.2.2.2 Control Wavelengths - Two Designs

The control mechanism for wavelength stealing can be implemented using one of two

designs, called abort and sense. These designs exhibit different trade-offs but provide the

following functionality:

1. Mark the location of corrupted bits for erasure correction at the destination.

2. Inform stealer to stop stealing when the owner becomes active to limit the corruption

to a single bit collision.

3. Inform destination of the ID (owner’s, stealer’s, or corrupted) of the received commu-

nication (phit).

Abort Design: Figure 4.5 shows a channel consisting of one waveguide to destination ‘E’

owned by sender ‘A’ with a stealer ‘B’. Owner and Stealer are the control wavelengths

and D0 − D13 are the data wavelengths in the waveguide. The behavior of the control

wavelengths in the abort design is given in table 4.1. When the owner (A) is not using

2There are no latency overheads beyond message serialization delay and propagation delay.
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(D0  D13) data wavelengths 

owner stealer 

   

Figure 4.5: Abort control wavelengths.

Active A B E
Received

Sender Own. St. St. Own. St.

A 0 1 − 0 1 A

B 1 0 0 1 0 B

A,B 0 1 1 0 0 Collision

(Invalid) 1 1 − 1 1 (Invalid)

Table 4.1: Abort design functionality for owner (A), stealer (B) and destination (E). (The
values 11 should not arise during normal system operation.)

the channel, it transmits a continuous 10 on the control wavelengths Owner and Stealer

respectively. If the owner (A) uses the channel, it transmits a continuous 01 on the two

control wavelengths. When the stealer (B) needs to transmit data to E it begins data

transmission on its dedicated channel to E and steals the channel owned by A. Sender

B also turns on the drop filter on the Stealer wavelength. The drop filter pulls out all

light (bits) traveling on the control wavelength. If a value of 0 is read by the drop filter,

then the stealer (B) knows that there has not been a collision with the owner. If the drop

filter reads a value of 1, then the stealer (B) knows that a collision has just occurred. It

then suspends stealing, but continues to use its dedicated channel to E. At the destination

side, a 01 indicates owner’s (A) phit, a 10 indicates stealer’s (B) phit and a 00 represents a

corrupted (collided) phit. The destination tracks the control wavelength information to
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stealer owner owner stealer 

Figure 4.6: Sense control waveguides.

perform the protocol steps discussed in section 4.2.2.3.

Sense Design: The sense design requires separate waveguides for control and data. The

control waveguides of two owner channels ‘A’ and ‘B’ are as shown in figure 4.6. The need

for separate waveguides arises because this design uses optical splitters which are fabri-

cated as broadband devices that split all wavelengths in a waveguide. Since the splitting

functionality is only required for the control wavelengths, they are placed in waveguides

that are separate from the data wavelengths. There is only one control wavelength per

control waveguide, called Owner and abbreviated as ‘OW’ in the rest of the discussion.

The control wavelengths for the owner A’s channel and owner B’s channel are denoted by

OW(A) and OW(B) respectively. Some useful terminology is defined in figure 4.7.

In the sense design, the control functionality of the owner (A), stealer (B) and destination

(E) depends on both the current and previous values (state) of the control wavelengths

(OW) as shown in the state machine diagrams in figure 4.7. The state machine diagram for

owner (A) shows that whenever A uses its channel, it puts a continuous 1 on OW(A). The

operation of the stealer (B) then depends on the value of OW(A). From the stealer’s (B)

state machine, it is clear that it can be in one of two states when it has a message to send:

STEAL or SENSE. In the STEAL state, the stealer (B) can actively steal on the owner’s (A)

channel. Now, if the owner becomes active (OW(A) == 1), then the stealer (B) transitions
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on its control 
wavelength 
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control wavelength  
on Owner A’s link is   

OW(A)== - 
The value of the  
control wavelength  
on Owner A’s link is  
irrelevant for the  
state transition   

Terminology 

Condition(s)/ 
Action(s) 

If the Condition(s) are  
satisfied, make a  
state transition and 
perform the Action(s)  

Figure 4.7: Sense design functionality for owner (A), stealer (B) and destination (E).

to the SENSE state. While in this state, the stealer does not steal and simply waits for an

opening on the owner’s (A) channel so that it can revert to stealing.

Note that the destination state machine needs to monitor the control wavelength of

both the owner (A) and the stealer (B) to function properly. If the destination observes both

OW(A) == 1 and OW(B) == 1, it knows that a collision has occurred. The destination
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then transitions into the SENSE state. While in the SENSE state, the only valid phit that is

received is from the owner (A). The rest of the functionality in these state machines (figure

4.7) is self explanatory.

Abort vs. Sense Trade-offs: The two control wavelength designs discussed above exhibit

the following trade-offs.

Device-Level Trade-offs: The control wavelengths of the abort design can be accommo-

dated with the data wavelengths of a channel in a single waveguide. The sense design

requires separate waveguides for the control wavelengths. However, the sense design

requires fewer modulator rings than the abort design, and hence is more energy-efficient.

Performance Trade-offs: The sense design can potentially provide better performance

gains than the abort design because of its ‘sensing’ capability. That is, the sense design does

not require the stealer to abort stealing upon collision of its message; instead it temporarily

halts stealing and waits for an opening to revert to stealing. The abort design does not have

the sense capability and thus has to operate more conservatively.

4.2.2.3 Protocol Operation

When a sender node needs to transmit a flit, it performs several steps. These steps are

explained according to the example channels shown in figure 4.3 where the sender ‘B’ has

a flit to send to destination ‘E’:

1. B’s flit has T phits (value of T is known at design time).

2. Split the flit occupying T cycles into two chunks each of length T/2 phits: ‘owner

chunk’ and ‘stealer chunk’.

3. Parity protect the owner chunk and send it on B’s channel.

4. Send the stealer chunk on A’s channel.
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5. If a collision occurs:

• Abort design: Terminate stealing. The unsent phits are parity protected and

sent on B’s channel after the owner’s chunk is sent.

• Sense design: Halt stealing. Resume if an opening is sensed. If the owner chunk

completes before the stealer chunk, then send the remaining stealer chunk phits

(with parity protection) on B’s owned channel.

6. The destination uses the information on the control wavelengths to perform erasure

correction and correctly reassemble the received phits into the original flit.

The protocol operation described above assumes a basic flit size of T phits. It can be

extended to support flits of multiple sizes (number of phits). For example, to support flits

of two sizes - data flits and control flits - just two control bits are needed at special locations

in the flit to identify its size at the destination. For the data flit, the sender can set the

first bit of the first two phits in the owner chunk to 0. Now, even if one of the phits gets

corrupted, the destination can look at the duplicated value to know which size flit this is.

For control flits, the sender can use the value 1. For large messages, these two bits will

amount to negligible overhead.

4.2.3 Wavelength Stealing Gains

Section 4.1 analyzed the ideal case benefits and limits of a wavelength sharing network3.

This section extends the analysis to the wavelength stealing architecture taking into account

the overheads of control wavelengths and erasure coding.

3The speedup discussion presented in this section assumes the abort design. The sense design will
experience similar speedups because it uses the same erasure coding technique and its single broadcast
control wavelength consumes (approximately) the same laser power as the abort design’s two control
wavelengths.
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Figure 4.8: Wavelength stealing gains versus stealing degree s for different message sizes
assuming w = Wsharing = 16 and Tprop = 0. The small 64b message does not exhibit a
speedup.

The achievable speedup of the wavelength stealing architecture as a function of the

stealing degree s can be expressed as:

Speedupstealing =

[
messagesize

WP2P
+ Tprop

]
[

messagesize
s×{Wsharing−c(s)}

+ e(s) + Tprop

] ; (s � 2) (4.7)

where, s: stealing degree, c(s): control wavelength overheads; and, e(s): erasure coding

overheads. For 2-way (s = 2) stealing, c(2) = 2 (two control wavelengths per channel), and

e(2) = 1 (single parity bit). For any arbitrary s � 3, the number of stealers on a channel

is (s − 1). This requires control overheads c(s) that scale linearly with s. In addition,

the minimum number of check bits e(s) required to correct up to (s− 1) erasures can be

estimated from the Hamming bound [61].

Figure 4.8 plots the speedup gains of the wavelength stealing architecture as a function

of the stealing degree s. From this figure, the following observations can be made:

• Ignoring the overheads of sharing, the ideal sharing degree is sideal = 3 (shown in

section 4.1.3). However, due to overheads, the wavelength stealing architecture yields
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Figure 4.9: Wavelength stealing speedup as a function of message sizes for s = 2.

maximum speedup at a stealing degree of s = 2 (2-way stealing).

• Contrary to an ideal wavelength shared network, the speedup in the wavelength

stealing architecture is dependent on the message (flit) size. This dependency is

due to the overheads of erasure correction coding which get amortized better at

larger message sizes. Figure 4.9 plots Eq.(4.7) as a function of message sizes for 2-way

stealing. This figure clearly shows higher speedups for large messages with saturation

at a speedup of 1.27.

The wavelength stealing architecture implements dedicated all-to-all connectivity simi-

lar to a P2P but is able to achieve higher node-to-node bandwidth in the presence of idle

channels (for stealing to be successful) while consuming equivalent optical power. From

the speedup analysis, it is also clear that the performance gains of the wavelength stealing

architecture are more pronounced for larger messages. This makes the architecture more

suitable to message passing applications that exhibit large-messages and low ‘fan-out’

communication patterns [49, 104].
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4.3 ‘Macrochip’ - A Message-Passing Multi-Chip System

This section dives into the details of the macrochip architecture on which the wavelength

stealing techniques are evaluated. The macrochip architecture consists of an array of

sites (also called nodes). These sites are interconnected using a high-bandwidth silicon

photonic communication substrate. Sites in the macrochip can be processor chips (with

multiple cores), memory chips or some other components. This chapter however uses

a configuration in which all sites have processors and memory that generate messages

directed to other sites in the array.

4.3.1 System Layout

The layout of a 64-site macrochip system is shown in figure 4.10. Each site has an optical

bridge chip on the top layer and communicates with the other sites using data waveguides

in the bottom substrate layer. The optical bridges house the optical devices and circuitry to

support them. Optical (laser) power is generated by external lasers and delivered to the

macrochip using edge connected fibers. This laser light is then forwarded to the sites using

power waveguides (shown in red) for modulation. The data waveguides carry modulated

light for inter-site communication.

Figure 4.10 shows a fully connected point-to-point layout composed of data waveguides

shown as a blue loop. When implemented, the data path is composed of multiple waveguide

segments where each segment begins at a sender site and terminates at a destination site

and does not form a loop. Between any two nodes, there are two possible paths for

laying out a channel between them: a clockwise and a counter-clockwise path. With

these two choices, channels in this layout are designed such that the propagation distance

between a sender and its destination is minimized. Thus, sender 7 has a counter-clockwise

channel to destination 0 and a clock-wise channel to destination 44 as shown in figure 4.10.
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Figure 4.10: 8 × 8 single-layer (planar) macrochip layout.

Consequently, for a given destination, half of its senders will have channels that go in the

clockwise direction towards that destination, and the other half will have channels that

travel in the counter-clockwise direction.

Implementing the wavelength stealing interconnect on the macrochip requires place-

ment of some modulator rings (for the stealers) in the bottom communication (waveguide)

substrate. This can make the fabrication process more complex compared to a simple

point-to-point interconnect. Interlayer couplers can be used to avoid having rings in the

substrate layer; the trade-off however is higher link losses4.

4.3.2 Stealing Pattern and Collision-Free Subsets

In the wavelength stealing architecture, a sender node uses its dedicated point-to-point

channel to communicate with a destination but can also steal access on a channel to the

4The device loss of an inter-layer coupler is ≈ 2 − 3dB [49].
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same destination owned by another node. For a given destination, the static mapping

between a sender and the node it steals from specifies the ‘stealing pattern’ of a wavelength

stealing topology. The wavelength stealing architecture for the macrochip uses a stealing

pattern in which a sender steals on channels owned by its two immediate bridge chip neighbors

along the waveguide loop. Thus, in figure 4.10, sender 7 steals from 15 and 23 because they

are its immediate two neighbors along the blue waveguide loop. To communicate with

destination 0, sender 7 steals on node 23’s channel to node 0. Similarly, to communicate

with destination 44, sender 7 steals on node 15’s channel to node 44. Thus, for a given

destination, a sender steals from its immediate ‘upstream’ neighbor along the waveguide

loop. This upstream neighbor stealing pattern leads to a partitioning of the macrochip into

two node sets, NO and NI, with the property that all nodes in one set steal only from nodes

in the other set. These two sets are highlighted in figure 4.10 and are called collision-free sets.

They are called collision-free because as long as nodes in one set do not communicate with

destinations in the other set and vice versa, collisions never occur. This is because under

this scenario, there is never a case where both the owner and the stealer of a channel talk to

the same destination. Restating this more formally: the two sets NI and NO are collision-free

because when members of a set restrict their communication to nodes within the set, there are no

collisions. The collision-free property is valid regardless of the communication pattern

and the number of active senders within the sets, as long as the restriction on no inter-set

communication is observed. This property is used extensively in the next section. For a

N-node layout, the maximum number of nodes in each of the collision-free sets is N/2.

Pairing a node with an upstream neighbor to form an owner-stealer relationship leads

to the farthest two senders of a destination being devoid of any channels to steal on. Only

≈ 3% of the total source-destination pairs in the network fall into this category 5. In order

to maintain bandwidth symmetry, these few sender-destination pairs are provisioned with

5For an N-node layout, this fraction is 2N/(N× (N− 1)).
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some additional wavelengths. The energy required for these is accounted for in the power

budget.

4.4 Guaranteed Gains on Virtual Machines

An architectural implication of the collision-free sets is that the cluster of nodes on the

macrochip can be partitioned into multiple virtual machines (VMs) such that nodes within

a VM always steal from nodes outside a VM. With no inter-VM communication, this

architecture provides higher node-to-node bandwidth (because stealing is guaranteed to

be successful with no collisions), and lower message latencies compared to a P2P network.

To realize these VM gains, a hypervisor scheduling layer can be designed that schedules

the VM jobs on the appropriate sites of the macrochip to ensure a collision-free operation.

To explain further, denote a VM job as VM(np) where np is the number of processor

chips (network nodes) required by this virtual machine for execution. In the 64-node

macrochip system shown in figure 4.10, the two collision-free sets NO and NI contain

32 nodes each. This means that, two independent 32-processor virtual machines each

hosting a multi-process or multi-threaded application can be scheduled concurrently and

the intra application communication will not suffer any collisions in the network. With this

scheduling, the wavelength stealing architecture will guarantee a 1.27× higher node-node

bandwidth over the P2P network. Since any subset of a collision-free set (NO or NI) is

also collision-free, multiple VMs that require fewer processors than 32 can be scheduled

together on a single collision-free set and take advantage of the guaranteed bandwidth

gains over the P2P network. Thus, a set of VMs {VM0(16),VM1(16)} can be scheduled on

NI and an independent set {VM2(16),VM3(16)} can be scheduled on NO so that all of them

execute concurrently without collisions.

In general, suppose there are (m + n) VM that need to be scheduled on an N-node
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macrochip. A hypervisor scheduling layer can be constructed that maps each of these

(m+ n) VMs to the appropriate collision-free subsets. This hypervisor simply partitions

the total VMs into two sets such that each of them can be scheduled on an N/2 sized

collision-free set. Formally put, the hypervisor scheduling layer is able to schedule the

(m+ n) VMs if it can separate them into two sets, Sm = {VM0(np0), . . . ,VMm−1(npm−1)}

and Sn = {VM0(np0), . . . ,VMn−1(npn−1)} such that they satisfy the following conditions:

Sm :

m−1∑
i=0

npi �
N

2
︸ ︷︷ ︸

m VMs

; Sn :

n−1∑
j=0

npj �
N

2
︸ ︷︷ ︸

n VMs

(4.8)

4.5 Results and Discussion

4.5.1 Evaluation Methodology

The performance of the wavelength stealing architecture was evaluated against two baseline

designs: the unshared P2P network and the classic token-ring arbitration scheme [38] that

has inspired many recent photonic network implementations [96, 95]. A detailed cycle-

accurate network simulator was developed that models the complete functionality of these

interconnect architectures.

All designs were evaluated on the 64-node macrochip layout shown in figure 4.10. Both

synthetic and application-derived traffic from message-passing applications was used to

evaluate the networks. These workloads are summarized in table 4.2. Performance of

the applications running in single cluster and partitioned cluster configurations was also

analyzed.
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Pattern Description

Synthetic
High-Radix Uniform Random

Low-Radix Permutation/ Asymmetric

Application

NAS BT Block Tridiagonal Solver

NAS CG Conjugate Gradient Kernel

NAS DT WH Data Intensive “White Hole” Graph Analysis

NAS DT BH Data Intensive “Black Hole” Graph Analysis

NAS DT SH Data Intensive “Shuffle” Graph Analysis

Table 4.2: Workload descriptions.

4.5.2 Synthetic Workload Evaluation

For synthetic workload evaluation, two categories of traffic patterns were simulated: high-

radix and low-radix. A traffic pattern is characterized as having high-radix (low-radix) if a

sender node communicates with a large (small) number of destination nodes. All synthetic

patterns use a fixed message size of 1KB. Synthetic simulation results are shown in figure

4.11.

4.5.2.1 Wavelength Stealing vs. Arbitration

In token-ring arbitration, a single token is circulated per shared channel. This token

represents the exclusive right of a sender to use the shared channel. It is well-known

that the token-ring design does not scale well to highly-shared channels owing to high

token-rotation latencies [50]. However current device loss constraints restrict sharing to

just two senders per shared channel. With limited sharing, the rotation latency of the

token-ring design is very small making this scheme a competitive point of comparison for

the proposed wavelength stealing designs.

Three types of traffic patterns are used to compare the performance of the interconnect

architectures. The bit-complement [23] (low-radix) traffic pattern causes no contention in

the shared networks. To evaluate performance under various levels of contention, a new

permutation pattern called Asymmetric k was devised. In this traffic pattern, given an
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Figure 4.11: Synthetic traffic simulations depicting latency versus offered load for the three
network architectures: wavelength stealing (Abort/Sense), token-ring arbitration (ArbRing)
and point-to-point (P2P).

offered load, one of the two senders on the shared channel is active (on-average) k% of

the time while the other is active 100 − k% of the time (note that bit-complement traffic

represents k = 100%). Finally, the uniform-random [23] traffic pattern represents all-to-all

(high-radix) communication that causes uniform contention on the shared channels.

From figure 4.11 it can be seen that as contention on the shared channel is increased, the

throughput of the arbitration design drops significantly compared to the proposed stealing

approaches. In addition the latency of the wavelength stealing designs is lower than the

arbitration network, making it a good design-choice for latency-sensitive applications as

well. Since the wavelength-stealing architecture performs either as well or better than a

classical arbitration-based network, the rest of the evaluation only focuses on the arbitration-

free stealing architecture.
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4.5.2.2 Wavelength Stealing vs. Point-to-Point (P2P)

As discussed in section 4.1, sharing based networks have fewer wavelengths per channel

and hence lower total bandwidth (capacity) compared to the P2P network. The effect of this

can be observed from the uniform random (‘all-to-all’) traffic pattern in figure 4.11. The

P2P network has higher total bandwidth and hence exhibits higher sustained throughput

on this pattern.

From figure 4.11, it can be observed that the wavelength stealing schemes yield 1.27×
higher throughput than the P2P network on the contention-free bit complement traffic

pattern as quantified in section 4.2. As contention in the traffic increases (see asymmetric

patterns in figure 4.11) the performance of the P2P network increases due to better utiliza-

tion of the channels. In addition, the sense design gives better performance than the abort

design at higher contention (see section 4.2).

These simulations clearly show that the P2P network is ideally suited for high-contention

traffic patterns while the sharing-based wavelength stealing architecture gives excellent

performance under low-contention traffic. This fundamental design trade-off should be

carefully considered when choosing a network implementation for a target application.

4.5.3 Application Workload Evaluation

For application-traffic simulations, five benchmarks listed in table 4.2 were chosen from

the NAS parallel benchmark suite [11]. Traces collected from the MPI versions of these

benchmarks using Scalasca [99] were used to drive the network simulator.

4.5.3.1 Performance Analysis

To evaluate benchmark performance, the execution time of the application traces was

measured on the P2P topology as well as the abort/sense designs of the wavelength stealing

architecture. Figure 4.12a shows the speedup as the execution time of the wavelength
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Figure 4.12: Application benchmark simulations.

stealing designs relative to that of the P2P network. The wavelength stealing designs

achieve up to 1.17× speedup on some benchmarks and a geometric-mean speedup of 1.13×
over the P2P network. These benefits come from the low-contention traffic behavior of

these applications. Figure 4.12b shows that over 90% of the traffic in these applications

does not suffer from any collisions and is able to utilize higher site-to-site bandwidths
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Parameter Assumption

Mod. (Insertion) Ring Loss 4dB

Inactive Mod. Ring Loss 0.5dB

Active Drop-Filter Ring Loss 1dB

Passive Ring Loss 0.05dB

Waveguide Loss 0.05dB/cm

Bridge Chip Waveguide Loss 1dB

Coupler Loss 2dB

Receiver Sensitivity Margin 4dB

Receiver Sensitivity Level −21dBm

Ring Tuning Power 0.3mW/ring

Mod. Driver 35fJ/bit

Detector Driver 65fJ/bit

Max. Fiber WDM-Factor 32

Max. Waveguide WDM-Factor 16

Max. Port Fibers 2500

Power per Fiber 32mW

Table 4.3: Optical device parameters.

by successfully stealing idle channels. The variations in the achieved speedups between

benchmarks arise due to the differences in their traffic patterns (collisions), message sizes

and frequency of messages. Since much of the stealing is performed without contention,

the conservative abort design performs on par with the sense design.

4.5.3.2 Energy-Delay Analysis

This section discusses the performance and energy trade-offs of the simulated networks6.

The key metric used to compare the different network architectures is Energy ×Delay

(EDP). The static and dynamic energy for the networks were calculated using device pa-

rameters given in table 4.3. The energy calculation for the wavelength stealing architecture

takes into account the additional dynamic energy expended on the parity bits. However,

this has negligible impact on the total energy because the dynamic energy consumed is

just a small fraction compared to the static energy consumption of these networks.

6The power estimates presented here only show the delivered laser power to the macrochip, not the
wall-socket power.
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Figure 4.13: Virtual machine performance gains. (a) Domain uniform synthetic traffic
pattern depicting the collision-free subset property of the wavelength stealing architecture.
(b) Four VMs are mapped into collision-free subsets to realize speedup gains.

Figure 4.12c shows theEDP of the networks for each workload. This graph is normalized

to the P2P network. The wavelength stealing architectures achieve up to 28% lower EDP

than the point-to-point network in the best case. The abort and sense designs achieve on

average (geometric mean) 20% and 23% lower EDP respectively over the P2P network. The

sense design uses fewer rings than the abort design leading to a slight reduction in the

static tuning power and hence a marginally better EDP.

4.5.4 Virtual Machine (VM) Evaluation

Section 4.4 discussed leveraging the collision-free subset property of the wavelength stealing

architecture to partition the macrochip into multiple VMs where each VM can execute an

application and realize guaranteed bandwidth gains over the P2P network irrespective

of the traffic pattern. To highlight the collision-free property of the subsets, a variant of

the uniform random traffic pattern called ‘domain uniform random’ was devised. This

communication pattern is the same as the uniform random pattern in table 4.2 except

that senders belonging to a collision-free set only pick other nodes within the set as their

random destinations. Figure 4.13a shows the latency curve for this synthetic pattern.

Because no collisions are encountered in the system and stealing is successful 100% of the
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time, the wavelength stealing architecture is able to achieve the theoretical 1.27× bandwidth

advantage over the P2P network.

To explore the VM scheduling gains on applications, 16-node traces were collected for

four NAS benchmarks listed in table 4.2. The macrochip was partitioned into four clusters

and the four applications were scheduled concurrently using the algorithm presented in

section 4.4. Figure 4.13b shows the execution speedups observed on these four application

derived traffic patterns. All four applications achieved positive speedups and experienced

no collisions. These results show the potential applicability of the wavelength stealing

interconnect on a wide range of cluster configurations.

4.6 Summary

Interconnects with shared optical channels overcome the low node-to-node bandwidth

limitation of a simple P2P network but suffer from high optical losses. In this chapter,

analytical models were developed to quantify the limits on shared channels and it was

determined that channel sharing with realistic photonics device losses does not scale

beyond a sharing degree of three.

Based on this analysis, a novel interconnect architecture called wavelength stealing was

proposed that enables arbitration-free optimistic access to shared optical channels and

uses simple erasure coding to recover from collisions. Analytically, it was shown that

the maximum performance benefits of this architecture occurs with two sharers on every

channel. The design and implementation of such an architecture was presented using the

same input optical power budget as that of a P2P network.

The P2P network and the wavelength stealing interconnect were simulated using both

synthetic and application derived traffic patterns in the context of a 64-node multichip

system. Using detailed performance and power analysis, it was demonstrated that the
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wavelength stealing architecture exhibits up to 28% better EDP than the P2P network

on applications with low-radix traffic. Furthermore it was shown that the wavelength

stealing architecture can be leveraged to partition a multichip cluster into multiple VMs

with guaranteed bandwidth gains over a P2P network under certain constraints.
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5 switching in photonic networks

Silicon photonic technology offers high-speed communication (up to 20Gb/sec per wave-

length) at high bandwidth densities enabled by wavelength division multiplexing (WDM)

which allows many wavelengths of light to be supported in a single waveguide or fiber.

Light at these wavelengths can be encoded with information, routed to the destination and

decoded at the receiver using various silicon photonic components.

Type Implementation

Channel

sharing

(1 hop)

Single-writer single-reader (SWSR)

Singlr-writer multiple-reader (SWMR)

Multiple-writer single-reader (MWSR)

Multiple-writer multiple-reader (MWMR)

Path sharing Optical switching

(� 1 hops) Electrical switching

Table 5.1: Categories of silicon photonic networks.

In recent years, a variety of nanophotonic architectures have been proposed in literature

(see chapter 3). These prior designs can be broadly placed into one of two categories

highlighted in table 5.1. As silicon photonic technology advances and prototypes for

various optical components are demonstrated [107, 102, 105], it becomes imperative that

the efficacy of the proposed photonic architectures be evaluated under achievable loss

characteristics.

The previous chapter explored channel sharing topologies for photonic networks under

realistic loss assumptions. Channel sharing designs are quite popular in literature as

they are 1-hop. Thus, communication in these networks require the fewest number of

O/E and E/O conversions resulting in low dynamic energy consumption. However, as

explained in the previous chapter, photonic networks based on ring-resonators are static

power dominated. Specifically, laser power together with the static energy expended in

tuning the ring-resonator devices constitute the bulk of the power consumption in these
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networks. Thus, in the current technology generation, optimizing for dynamic energy

consumption has minimal impact on a network’s power cost. Therefore, this chapter relaxes

the 1-hop constraint and explores switched (path sharing) photonic network designs (see

table 5.1) where packets can experience multiple (� 1) hops. Depending on whether the

routing elements are optical or electrical, switched photonic networks can be classified into

two sub-categories, optically-switched and electrically-switched (see table 5.1).

Current state of the art optical switches incur a loss of about 3dB [25]. A recent ISCA pa-

per [49] has analyzed optical switching in photonic networks. They show that a device loss

of 0.75dB or lower must be acheived to make optical switching viable from a performance-

power standpoint. They conclude that achieving this optical loss goal requires a major

breakthrough in device development. This leaves electrical switching as an alternative

design approach to explore in silicon photonic networks.

Electrically-switched photonic networks do not exacerbate the laser power consumption

by incorporating many ring-resonators along a waveguide as is the case in channel sharing,

nor do they require high loss optical components as in optical switching. Thus, on the

static power front, these networks offer an inherent advantages over the other approaches.

However no prior work has provided a comprehensive analysis of electrically-switched

photonic network designs. In this vein, this dissertation makes the following contributions

in this chapter:

• An in-depth comparison of popular electrically-switched networks within the con-

straints of silicon photonic technology is presented. It is demonstrated that silicon

photonic technology imposes a fixed cost on all network channels. This is in stark

contrast to traditional large-scale electrical networks where the network channels

are assigned different costs depending on the length of the channel. Both low-radix

and high-radix topologies as well as direct/ indirect networks are evaluated and it

is demonstrated that the fully-connected topology offers significantly higher perfor-
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mance than the other topologies.

• It is shown that a traditional input-queued crossbar router becomes prohibitively

expensive in terms of area and power when scaled up for the fully-connected topol-

ogy. It is demonstrated that by adopting a ‘topology-aware’ router design approach,

low cost routers can be designed that employ simple arbiters instead of expensive

allocators and do not require full crossbars. Three novel router architectures are

presented that offer different performance characteristics.

• A novel mechanism for enabling differentiated quality-of-service (QoS) guarantees

in a photonic network employing a fully-connected topology is developed. Using

the proposed mechanism, varying levels of bandwidth can be realized in different

regions of the network. This enables a hypervisor to map virtual machines (VMs)

with different bandwidth demands to the appropriate bandwidth regions in the

network.

The rest of the chapter is organized as follows. Section 5.1 presents the architecture of the

baseline macrochip system. Section 5.2 highlights some important design considerations for

nanophotonic systems. A quantitative analysis of electrically-switched photonic networks

is presented in section 5.3. Section 5.4 describes the topology-aware router design approach.

A novel mechanism for enabling differentiated QoS in presented is section 5.5, and section

5.6 concludes this chapter.

5.1 Macrochip - A Kilo-core Architecture

This section revisits the macrochip architecture that was first introduced in chapter 1. Recall

that the central idea behind the macrochip concept is to employ a fast high-bandwidth

interconnection network that overcomes the die size limits imposed by technology yields
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Figure 5.1: A 16-site macrochip system [51, 50]. The waveguides are the “wires” that
connect the sites (nodes) together. Different topologies can be realized on the macrochip
platform. The routers in these topologies are incorporated in the bridge chips.

while achieving the performance of a single large monolithic ‘virtual’ chip. For the purposes

of this chapter however, it serves as a baseline to highlight how the opportunities and

constraints afforded by silicon photonic technology differ from those in traditional large-

scale electrical networks. Understanding these technology considerations is crucial in

designing and evaluating different photonic networks.

The macrochip architecture is depicted in figure 5.1. Laser light is generated by external

lasers (not shown) and sourced to the macrochip via edge-connected optical fibers. The

amount of laser power that can be brought into the system is limited by the number of

fibers than can be connected along the system perimeter. The laser light couples into the

waveguides that are fabricated on the SOI routing substrate. The waveguides connect

different sites of the macrochip and carry information as modulated light. Optical devices

that perform O/E and E/O conversions are integrated in photonic bridge chips that are

mounted on the sites. Router logic used to perform electrical switching can be incorporated

in the bridge chips as well.

The sites in the macrochip can be processor chips, memory chips or both. A 64-site

configuration where each site contains a multi-core processor chip (125mm2) die-stacked
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on top of a memory die (225mm2) is presented in [50]. The macrochip system can either

support a shared memory model [50] or target a message-passing paradigm [49].

5.2 Optical Technology Considerations - Why Traditional

Solutions Don’t Apply?

This section discusses some important characteristics that differentiate silicon photonic

networks from their electrical counterparts.

Long distance communication is “cheap”: The propagation losses in silicon photonic

links are low (0.05dB/cm) [59]. Thus, optical technology largely obviates “cable” length consid-

erations and enables topologies with long non-minimal length channels1. This is in stark contrast

to traditional electrical networks where an important design consideration is to avoid long

channels [42].

Every link has (approximately) the same cost: All links in an electrically-switched

photonic network employ the same number of optical devices. Hence, they suffer from

the same optical losses except for propagation loss (this is due to the differences in channel

lengths). However, as discussed earlier, the propagation losses in optical links is low. Thus,

the minute differences in optical losses due to channel lengths can be ignored leading to

the implication that every link in a photonic network has (approximately) the same cost.

Total bandwidth is the key design constraint: The amount of laser light that can be

delivered to a photonic substrate is limited either due to considerations of power, packaging,

or both. For example, the total input laser power delivered to the macrochip is limited by

1Non-minimal length channel layouts are used to avoid waveguide crossings as they introduce significant
crosstalk and power loss [49].
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the number of fibers that can be connected along the perimeter (see figure 5.1). Even if

this packaging limitation could be overcome, generating laser light is expensive. This is

because efficiencies of commercial WDM lasers currently fall within the paltry range of

1 − 5% [108, 14, 54]. This is why recent papers in the area have argued for imposing a laser

power budget constraint on all network designs when evaluating them for performance

[50, 49]. Now,

Total laser power ∝ loss

wavelength
× total wavelengths

Since, the loss per wavelength (link) is approximately the same for all wavelengths, the

input laser power sets the total available bandwidth (links) in the network. Thus, when

evaluating different silicon-photonic network designs for performance, it is important to hold the

total bandwidth constant. This approach differs from the “equivalent bisection bandwidth”

methodology employed in electrical networks [43].

Can build richly-connected topologies: Although photonic technology is facing many

challenges, it is also providing unique opportunities that are new to our area. Using WDM,

many parallel streams of communication can be established in a single waveguide enabling

system designers to explore richly-connected topologies such as a fully-connected network [50, 49].

Throughput is the key performance metric: The cost of an optical channel is largely

defined by the optical losses incurred by light when passing by various optical components

(modulators, drop-filters, couplers etc.) along a light path and the number of ring resonator

devices used by the channel. This channel cost is rather significant (17dB loss per link [51])

and is independent of the activity on the channel. To justify these high upfront power costs,

silicon-photonic networks should be designed and employed in high utilization scenarios.

In other words, an important design requirement of an efficient photonic design is to sustain high

operating throughputs under a variety of traffic conditions.
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5.3 Photonic Topology Exploration

This section presents an in-depth comparison of popular topologies within the purview of

silicon photonic technology. The goal of this analysis is to identify the target topology that

yields the highest sustainable throughput.

5.3.1 Candidate Topologies

The topology of an interconnection network has a profound impact on performance. These

network topologies can be placed into one of two categories: direct and indirect.

5.3.1.1 Direct networks

In a direct network, the terminal (site) and the network router are incorporated into the

same node as depicted in figure 5.2a. In this evaluation, two direct networks are chosen

for comparison: a torus (k-ary n-cube) and a fully-connected topology. Although a fully-

connected topology is considered too prohibitive for electrical networks; it can be efficiently

packaged in a silicon photonic fabric as discussed in section 5.2. Note that a fully-connected

topology represents an ‘extreme’ radix design having a network diameter of one where

each network node can directly communicate with any other node in the system. Although

a mesh topology is quite popular in electrical interconnection networks, it is ignored in

this evaluation as it yields lower throughput performance than a torus network [23].

5.3.1.2 Indirect networks

In an indirect network, the terminal (site) nodes are distinct from the network router nodes

as shown in figure 5.2b. Two well-known indirect topologies are explored: fat-tree (k-ary

n-fat) [57] and flattened-butterfly (k-ary n-flat) [43]. Both these topologies provide high

path diversity leading to good throughput performance even under adversarial traffic
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Figure 5.2: Network nodes can be either terminal (T), router (R) or both (T+R) (a) Direct
network node (b) Indirect network nodes

conditions. Recent studies have indicated a departure from low-radix designs towards

high-radix topologies in traditional interconnection networks [44]. By including the fat-tree

and the flattened-butterfly topologies in the evaluation, the performance gains offered by

traditional high-radix designs in silicon photonics can be explored.

5.3.1.3 Routing Algorithms

Achieving good throughput performance requires an efficient routing algorithm that can

load-balance the network channels under different traffic conditions. Universal-globally-

adaptive-load-balanced (UGAL) routing [87] is employed in three networks: fully-connected,

torus and flattened-butterfly. UGAL adaptively switches between minimal and non-

minimal routing on a packet-by-packet basis depending on the congestion conditions.

The decision to use minimal or non-minimal routing is made at the source node. Packets

that are sent non-minimally in UGAL employ Valiant routing i.e. they are first routed to a

random intermediate node which then forwards the packet to the intended destination.

Hence, with UGAL, the throughput performance obtained varies between minimal and

valiant routing performance depending on the traffic conditions.

The fat-tree network provides high path diversity and all of its paths are minimal.

Therefore it does not need to rely on non-minimal routing to achieve load balance. Instead,
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it uses adaptive nearest-common-ancestor routing [23] where the packet is first adaptively

‘uprouted’ to one of the common ancestors of the source and destination node. From there,

the packet is ‘downrouted’ to the destination using a deterministic path. Because of the

high path diversity that exists in the uprouting phase, the fat-tree network provides high

throughput performance even on difficult traffic patterns.

5.3.2 Performance Evaluation

The performance of the networks is evaluated to find the design that can sustain the highest

bandwidth offered by optics. Following the discussion presented in section 5.2, all network

designs are constrained to use a fixed total optical bandwidth budget, henceforth denoted by

T .

Denote N as number of terminal (site) nodes; L (bits) as the unit of injection (henceforth

referred to as packet); and, Wfull (bits/cycle) as the optical channel bandwidth of a fully-

connected network. Without loss of generality, the total optical bandwidth budget is set as

T = N× (N − 1)×Wfull. Given this budget value, the optical channel widths W of the

different networks can be easily computed. For example, in the torus network, the optical

channel bandwidth Wtorus can be solved from the following equation:

channel BW︷ ︸︸ ︷
Wtorus ×

# inter-router channels︷ ︸︸ ︷
2 × n×N = N× (N− 1)×Wfull

where the left-hand side expression is the total router-to-router bandwidth in a (k-ary

n-cube) torus network. The value for Wtorus is given in table 5.2.

For the indirect networks, there are two options on how to divide up the bandwidth

budget amongst the optical network channels: (I) non-uniform bandwidth allocation, and

(II) uniform bandwidth allocation (see figure 5.2b). In the former case, the optical channel

bandwidth between a site and router is L-wide and the router-to-router channels are sized
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Topology Optical Channel BW (W)

Fully-connected Wfull

Torus (N−1)Wfull

2n(k-ary n-cube)

Fat-tree (folded-clos) (N−1)Wfull

2n(k-ary n-fat)

Flattened-butterfly k(N−1)Wfull

(k−1)(n−1)+2k(k-ary n-flat)

Table 5.2: Optical channel bandwidth of the topologies.

to be B bits wide. Alternatively, in the uniform allocation strategy, all optical channels are

sized to be the same bandwidthW. Both bandwidth allocation strategies were evaluated on

the fat-tree and flattened butterfly networks and it was always observed that the uniform

bandwidth allocation design yields better throughput performance. Hence for the sake of

brevity, the rest of this section only focuses on the uniform bandwidth allocation design

approach for indirect networks. The optical channel bandwidths for the fat-tree Wfat and

flattened-butterfly Wflat networks can be solved from the following equations:

Wfat × [

# inter-router channels︷ ︸︸ ︷
2 ×N× (n− 1) +

# term-router channels︷ ︸︸ ︷
2 ×N ] = N(N− 1)Wfull

Wflat × [
N

k
(k− 1)(n− 1) + 2 ×N ] = N(N− 1)Wfull

The values of the optical channel bandwidths Wfat and Wflat are given in table 5.2.

The performance of the different topologies is compared on a N = 64 site macrochip

system. Packets are sized to be L = 256bits and the total optical bandwidth budget is

computed using Wfull = 4bits/cycle; that is, each optical channel in the fully-connected

network is 4 bits wide. Using this bandwidth budget, the channel widths of the other

photonic networks can be derived from table 5.2. Depending on the channel bandwidth,

packets in the network suffer from different serialization delays (phits) as highlighted in

table 5.3.
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Topology (k,n) phits/packet

Fully-connected (64, 1) 64

Torus

(8, 2) 4

(4, 3) 6

(2, 6) 13

Fat-tree

(8, 2) 4

(4, 3) 6

(2, 6) 13

Flattened-butterfly

(8, 2) 3

(4, 3) 4

(2, 6) 5

Table 5.3: Serialization delay of packets on a channel.

Cycle-accurate simulations are used to evaluate the throughput performance of the

networks. These simulations are conducted under the following assumptions:

• Router model: A single-cycle input-queued crossbar router model is used for all

networks. The router is provisioned with infinite virtual-channels (VCs), infinite

buffers per VC, and infinite output buffering. The term infinite here implies a value

large enough to ensure that that the resource does not become the performance

bottleneck.

• Flow control mechanism: A credit-based flow control mechanism is employed in

the networks and is implemented using dedicated credit lines. It is ideally assumed

that this credit bandwidth is completely free and does not use up any of the optical

budget.

These assumptions enable us to obtain upper-bound estimates of the sustainable throughput

performance offered by these network topologies. The performance results of the networks

are given in figure 5.3.
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Figure 5.3: Performance of networks under a fixed optical bandwidth budget on both (Left)
favorable traffic and (Right) adversarial traffic patterns. If the optical bandwidth budget
constraint is removed, then the figure also highlights the factor increase in total wavelengths
required by the networks to match the capacity performance of a fully-connected topology
(see section 5.3.3).
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5.3.2.1 Favorable traffic performance

The uniform random traffic pattern is used to evaluate the performance of the networks

under benign traffic conditions. The capacity of a network (or peak throughput under

uniform random traffic) is given by C = 2B/N where B is the bisection bandwidth and N

is the number of nodes in the network [23]. A N-node fully-connected network has N2/2

bisection channels. With each channel sized as L/N, the bisection bandwidth of the fully-

connected network becomes LN/2 leading to an achievable capacity of 1 packet/cycle/node.

Hence as figure 5.3 shows, the fully-connected network can sustain the peak injection-rate of

1 packet/cycle/node under uniform random traffic. The other photonic networks however

demonstrate significantly lower sustainable throughput performance as shown in figure

5.3. These results directly follow from the factor difference between the channel bandwidth

requirements of these networks to achieve capacity versus what is available to them due

to the total optical budget constraint. For example, to operate at capacity, the inter-router

channels of a k-ary n-cube torus network must be sized as k/8 with respect to the injection

bandwidth2 [23]. Therefore, for a 8-ary 2-cube network, in order to operate at the peak

injection rate of 1 packet/cycle/node, each channel must be sized to be the same width

as the injection (packet) bandwidth. However, looking at table 5.3, it can be seen that the

optical bandwidth budget constraint restricts the inter-router channels to only 1/4th of

the required size. This reduces the sustainable throughput by a factor of 4 compared to

peak value (see figure 5.3a-Left). Similarly, both fat-tree and flattened-butterfly networks

require the channels to be matched in width compared to the injection bandwidth [43].

However, as table 5.3 shows, the total optical bandwidth budget restricts the channels to be

lower width than the required value leading to a significant drop in peak throughput (see

figure 5.3b,5.3c-Left).

2when k is even.
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5.3.2.2 Adversarial traffic performance

The three networks that employ UGAL (fully-connected, torus and flattened-butterfly)

revert to Valiant routing when faced with adversarial traffic conditions. Valiant routing

doubles the load on the network channels regardless of the traffic pattern leading to only

half the throughput performance compared to the uniform random traffic case. Thus, the

peak sustainable throughput of the fully-connected, torus and flattened-butterfly networks

under an adversarial traffic pattern (see figure 5.3a,5.3c-Right) is only half of what they

achieve in the uniform random case (figure 5.3a,5.3c-Left). The fat-tree network incorporates

load balancing regardless of the traffic pattern when uprouting to a middle stage switch

(see section 5.3.1.3). Therefore, the fat-tree network saturates at the same throughput under

both adversarial and benign traffic conditions. The networks were simulated against some

other adversarial traffic patterns3 and similar performance trends were observed.

5.3.2.3 Performance Analysis takeaway

The analysis presented in this section shows that the fully-connected topology provides

more than 2× higher throughput performance under both benign and adversarial traffic

conditions compared to the other networks for the same total available bandwidth. However,

the fully-connected network also suffers from the highest packet serialization delay as

shown in table 5.3 leading to higher zero-load latency as shown in figure 5.3. This higher

latency can adversely impact the performance of latency-critical applications such as

websearch. Fortunately, given the link-rates offered by photonics (� 10Gbps), the latency

of a cache-line sized packet (256b) is very competitive (10s of nanoseconds) regardless of

topology. However, as shown in this section, the factor differences in accepted loads of these

topologies is significant and can become the system bottleneck. That is, if the utilization of

the network is sufficiently high, then the other topologies besides fully-connected would

3bit-complement, bit-rotation, tornado etc.
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suffer from large queuing delays in message communication as shown in figure 5.3 leading

to inferior performance.

5.3.3 Optical Power Discussion

Imposing a fixed optical bandwidth budget ensures that all networks use the same number

of: 1) ring resonators and 2) total wavelengths. Observations 1 and 2 restrict all topology

designs to consume equivalent ring resonator tuning power and laser power4 respectively.

Therefore the optical power costs of the different topology designs under an optical bandwidth

budget are the same. The energy efficiency of optics is currently projected to be significantly

less than 1pJ/bit [50]. Under this efficiency target, all the simulated networks consume

less than 80W optical power assuming 5GHz routers and 10Gbps link-rate.

An interested reader at this point may pose the question: if the fixed optical bandwidth

condition is relaxed, then how many more wavelengths are required by the different

topologies to meet the throughput performance of the fully-connected network? The answer

to this question is labeled as the optical bandwidth gap in figure 5.3-Left. For example, the

best performing torus network configuration (4-ary, 3-cube) requires 3× more wavelengths

than the fully-connected network to provide the same performance. This translates to

requiring 3× more laser power which is not practical as discussed in section 5.2.

5.3.4 Scalability Discussion

This section analyzes the scalability of the fully-connected network for the macrochip sys-

tem. A single layer 64-site layout of the fully-connected topology is demonstrated in [49] for

the macrochip. This layout employs 512 data waveguides and is packaged in a 20cm×20cm

SOI substrate. Scaling the fully-connected topology to higher node counts requires band-

4The exact laser power consumption of the different topologies may differ slightly due to differences in
channel (waveguide) lengths. However, as section 5.2 points out, the propagation losses in silicon photonics
is low. Thus, these small differences can be ignored.
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Figure 5.4: Feasibility contours for different network sizes assuming site-to-site bandwidths
of 10Gbps (Top) and 20Gbps (Bottom). All points on, above and to the right of a contour
are feasible for that network size.
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Pattern Description

Application

NAS BT Block Tridiagonal Solver

NAS CG Conjugate Gradient Kernel

NAS DT WH Data Intensive “White Hole” Graph Analysis

NAS DT BH Data Intensive “Black Hole” Graph Analysis

NAS DT SH Data Intensive “Shuffle” Graph Analysis

Table 5.4: Workload descriptions.

width to scale quadratically with the number of nodes. Such bandwidth scaling can be

achieved by increasing any combination of the following parameters: number of waveg-

uides, WDM factor per waveguide, and data rate per wavelength. This work conservatively

assumes that the number of waveguides that can be packaged on the macrochip will not

increase in the near term due to device scaling. This leaves us two options to explore when

scaling the macrochip system to higher chip counts: data rate and WDM factor. The scaling

trends of these two parameters are estimated from the macrochip projections provided in

[51, 49].

Figure 5.4 plots the ‘feasibility contours’ for different network sizes as a function of

technology parameters (data rate and WDM). For example, a 128-site macrochip system

with a site-to-site bandwidth requirement of 20Gbps can be fabricated using a data rate

of 20Gbps and a WDM factor of 32. If these technology parameters cannot be realized in

a particular technology generation, than a ‘multi-macrochip’ approach can be adopted.

However, exploration of multi-macrochip designs is beyond the scope of this dissertation

and is left for future work (see chapter 6).

5.3.5 Application Workload Evaluation

For application-traffic simulations, five benchmarks listed in table 5.4 were chosen from

the NAS parallel benchmark suite [11]. Traces collected from the MPI versions of these

benchmarks using Scalasca [99] were used to drive the network simulator. To evaluate
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Figure 5.5: Application benchmark simulations.

benchmark performance, the execution time of the application traces on the different

network topologies was measured. These results are shown in figure 5.5. This figure only

shows results for the best performing configuration of each network topology.

As this figure shows, the fully-connected topology exhibits the lowest execution time

on all the application workloads. This is due to the ample bandwidth advantage of this

topology over the other networks (see figure 5.3). The variations in the execution time

between benchmarks arise due to differences in their traffic patterns, message sizes and

frequency.

5.4 Router Design for the Fully-connected Topology

The goal of this section is to investigate whether ‘affordable’ routers can be designed for

a fully-connected network that can operate at the link speeds offered by photonics. This

section starts by exploring the traditional input-queued virtual channel router and shows

that this design becomes too complex for implementation in a fully-connected network. It
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Figure 5.6: Microarchitecture of the input-queued router (IQR).

then shows that instead of using ‘generic’ topology-agnostic routers – be it input-queued

[71, 83] or its high-radix variants such as [44] – a topology-aware router design philosophy

should be adopted for the fully-connected network. Following this approach, novel routers

designs are proposed that do not employ expensive components and give huge savings in

energy and area compared to a generic router.

5.4.1 Baseline Input-Queued Router (IQR)

Figure 5.6 shows the block diagram of a traditional input-queued router for anN-node fully-

connected network. Packets arrive via the input ports and are queued at the input virtual

channel (VC) buffers. Route computation (RC) is performed on the packet to determine the

output port. Next, virtual channel allocation (VA) is performed on the packet to reserve

a virtual channel downstream from the output port determined in the RC stage. Now if

buffer space is available in the downstream virtual channel, then the packet takes part in

switch allocation (SA). Upon winning switch allocation, the packet traverses the crossbar

switch (ST) and is queued at the output port buffer. Note that output buffers are required

in a fully-connected network because of the bandwidth mismatch between the network
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ports and the internal router data-path.

The logic complexity of the IQR router lies in three structures: crossbar, switch allocator

and virtual-channel allocator. For an N-node fully-connected network, the complexity

of all three structures scales quadratically with N. Hence, even for modest values of N,

the area and power consumption of these structures reach prohibitive levels (shown in

section 5.4.3). Note that the scalability issues of the IQR router in high-radix networks

have been highlighted in prior papers [44]. To reduce this complexity, Kim et al. [44] have

proposed techniques such as: aggressive speculation, distributed allocators (resulting in

deep pipelines) and a hierarchical crossbar structure with intermediate buffering that

incorporates its own intra-crossbar credit-flow mechanism. In the next section, it is shown

that these aggressive techniques/ structures are simply not required by a router designed

for a fully-connected network.

5.4.2 Topology-Aware Router Design

This section presents the topology-aware router design approach for a fully-connected

network. The section starts by analyzing the affects of network radix on the router structures

(crossbar and allocators). The goal is to develop insights that can be leveraged to simplify

router design.

Insight #1 - A full crossbar is not required in a fully-connected network router: Con-

sider a low-radix 8-ary 2-cube (64-node) torus network. To achieve capacity, the network

channel widths (W) of this network must equal the injection bandwidth (L), i.e. W == L

[23]. Now, to ensure that the router does not become the bandwidth bottleneck, it must be

capable of forwarding all the L sized packets arriving at the various input ports to any of

the output ports. This internal forwarding bandwidth can only be achieved in the router

by employing a full crossbar. Now consider a 64-node fully-connected network. In order to
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achieve capacity, the network channel widths, W, need to be only 1/64th of the injection

bandwidth (L), i.e. W << L. Hence, packets arrive at much lower rates in a fully-connected

router. This implies that on average only a single L-sized packet is fully received at an input

port on any given cycle ready to be moved to an output port. Therefore, the forwarding

bandwidth required in a fully-connected network router is much less compared to a torus

router, mitigating the need for a full crossbar.

Insight #2 - A switch allocator (SA) is not required in a fully-connected network router:

Traditional routers employ switch allocators to schedule packets across the full crossbar.

Since a full crossbar is not required in a fully-connected router (insight #1), one can do

away with the switch allocator as well and replace it with simple arbitration.

Insight #3 - A virtual channel allocator (VA) is not required in a fully-connected net-

work router: Virtual channels (VCs) are employed in routers to avoid head-of-line (HOL)

blocking and prevent (protocol/ routing) deadlocks. Head-of-line blocking can severely

degrade the throughput performance of low-radix networks because packets going to

different destinations share intersecting paths in the network. Hence, any packet that

fails to make forward progress (due to congestion) can block subsequently enqueued

packets intending to go out via different output ports. This blocking issue disappears in

a fully-connected network because every node has the ability to communicate directly

with any other node in the network using dedicated unshared channels. Thus, the only

reason a fully-connected network requires VCs is to prevent deadlocks. In this case, packets

can be assigned VCs statically during the route computation stage removing the need for

‘on-the-fly’ allocation using a virtual channel allocator.

Insight #4 - Dedicated credit-lines only provide marginal performance gains in a fully-

connected network: Compared to low-radix networks, packets in a fully-connected net-
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Figure 5.7: Microarchitecture of the minimal router (MR).

work arrive at much lower rates (see insight #1 above). In an N-node fully-connected

network, a packet is received into an input buffer after N cycles. Once the packet is received,

it can leave the queue resulting in the generation of a credit. Thus a credit is generated at an

input port once every N cycles. Even for moderate network sizes, N, this credit generation

frequency is so low that credits can be easily conveyed in the data channels leading to

minimal loss in throughput performance compared to dedicated credit-lines.

Based on these insights, novel router designs are devised for a fully-connected net-

work that are considerably more cost-efficient than traditional routers. These designs are

presented below.

5.4.2.1 Minimal Router (MR)

The minimal router (MR) is a 1-hop design that only supports minimal routing. The

microarchitecture of the MR design is shown in figure 5.7. L-bit packets enter the injection

port and are enqueued into a FIFO buffer. Route computation is performed on the packet

at the head of this queue to determine the output port it must take to go to its intended

destination. Once route computation is complete, a N − 1 sized demultiplexer moves
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this packet to the appropriate output port queue to be sent out on the channel. Outgoing

transmissions from an output port are flow-controlled using a credit count. Packets arriving

at an input port are buffered in a queue and await their turn to be forwarded to the ejection

port via a N − 1 sized multiplexer. This packet forwarding is controlled by a round-

robin arbiter of size N− 1. Note that by leveraging insight #1, the MR design completely

forgoes the need for a full crossbar switch. Instead, it relies on simple multiplexing/ de-

multiplexing to move packets into and out of the network ports. Furthermore, insight #2

enables the use of a simple arbiter instead of a complex switch allocator.

When a packet leaves a queue belonging to an input port, the ‘credit refill count’ on the

corresponding output port is incremented to reflect that a credit needs to be conveyed to

the upstream router using the outgoing channel. A credit is conveyed as a single phit unit

to the upstream router, and increments the ‘credit count’ field by one. Credits and outgoing

packets are time-multiplexed on the channel using a round-robin arbiter. Specifically, a

single credit is conveyed after every full packet transmission. At the upstream router, the

first bit of a received phit indicates whether it is a credit or the start of a new packet. Finally,

since local (injection/ejection) bandwidth is cheap, these ports use dedicated credit lines.

5.4.2.2 Forwarding Router (FR)

To enable UGAL (see section 5.3.1.3), a router must be able to support both minimal (1-hop)

and non-minimal (2-hop) routing. The forwarding router (FR) discussed in this section is

capable of just that. Figure 5.8 shows the microarchitecture of the FR router. Based on the

routing decision of UGAL, a packet may proceed directly to the destination (1-hop) or be

sent to an intermediate node which then forwards the packet to the intended destination

(2-hops). When the next hop of a packet is an intermediate node, then this packet is

said to be in ‘phase-1’ of its routing. Alternatively, a packet whose next hop is the final

destination is considered to be in ‘phase-2’. To avoid routing deadlock, these two phases of
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Figure 5.8: Microarchitecture of the forwarding router (FR).

communication need to kept in separate VCs at the input ports as shown in figure 5.8.

In the FR router, packets are assigned VCs statically at the route computation stage.

Route computation is performed on packets at the head of the injection queue and queues

belonging to VC0 (see figure 5.8). After route computation, a packet that is in phase-1

(next hop is an intermediate node) gets assigned VC0. Similarly, a packet in phase-2 (next

hop is destination) gets assigned VC1. To explain how a packet progresses through the FR

routers, it is instructive to consider an example at this point. Suppose route computation is

performed on a packet at the head of the injection queue and UGAL routing decides that it is

to be routed non-minimally (i.e. using two phases). Since, the packet is in phase-1 (heading

to an intermediate node), it is assigned VC0. The packet arrives at the intermediate node

and is enqueued in VC0. Route computation is performed on this packet once it reaches

the head of the VC0 queue. The route computation transitions the packet into phase-2

(heading to destination now) assigning it VC1 in the process. Finally, the packet arrives in

VC1 at the destination router and is ejected out.

Since the FR router employs two VCs, the ‘credit count’ and ‘credit refill count’ entries
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contain two fields each (see figure 5.8). Credits are still conveyed as single phit units

and two-bit binary encoding is employed to identify the VCs whose credit counts get

incremented5.

It is important to emphasize that, unlike a traditional input-queued router, the FR

design does not require a full crossbar to forward packets from the input ports to the

output ports. Instead, it is able to perform the forwarding functionality using a simple

multiplexer-demultiplexer pair as shown in figure 5.8. This in turn, mitigates the need

for a switch allocator leading to the use of simple arbitration to control the port-to-port

forwarding.

5.4.3 Evaluation of the Router Designs

This section presents evaluation results that compare the performance, power and area

consumption of the proposed routers (MR and FR) with a traditional input-queued router

(IQR) design. The simulation parameters employed in our evaluation are provided in table

5.5. By choosing this configuration, the objective is to simulate a network design that can

be deployed in a silicon photonic multichip system in the near-term.

Parameter Value

Number of nodes (N) 64

Packet size (L) 256bits

Router frequency 5GHz

Photonic link frequency 10Gbps

Channel width (Wfull) 4bits/router cycle

Peak router bandwidth (in+ out) 320GBps

Process technology 22nm LVT process (Vdd = 0.8V)

Table 5.5: Simulation parameters.

The ‘booksim’ cycle accurate simulator [23] is used to evaluate the performance of the

routers. Packets are injected using a Bernoulli process. The simulator is warmed up until

50 =⇒ increment VC0 credit count; 1 =⇒ increment VC1 credit count; and, 2 =⇒ increment both
VC0 and VC1 credit counts.
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convergence is achieved before actual measurements (latency/ throughput) are made on

the injected packets.

In order to do a fair comparison, a performance target is set for all the router designs.

Then for each router model, the amount of resources it requires to achieve this performance

goal is estimated. This resource usage is quantified using power and area analysis. The rest

of the evaluation uses the following target performance goal: Each router should be able to

sustain 90% of peak throughput (capacity).

5.4.3.1 Performance Evaluation

Figure 5.3 in section 5.3 showed the performance of the baseline input-queued router (IQR)

on uniform random traffic when infinite 6 virtual channels (VCs), infinite buffers per VC

and infinite output buffers are used. In this section, their values are swept to determine

what configuration of the IQR enables one to meet the performance goal: 90% of peak

sustainable throughput on uniform random traffic. To avoid routing deadlock in UGAL,

the number of VCs at each input port is set to two. Then the number of buffers per VC are

varied while keeping the output buffering as infinite. Through simulations, it is found that

16 buffers per VC are required to meet the target performance. Finally, it is determined

that 16 output buffers are needed at each router output port. In addition to these buffering

structures, the IQR design also requires: a 64 × 64 switch allocator, a 128 × 128 virtual-

channel allocator and a 64× 64 crossbar with ports of size 256b. These expensive structures

lead to considerable power and area consumption in the IQR design (see section 5.4.3.2).

The proposed routers (MR and FR) are configured with sufficient buffering to meet the

throughput goal and are simulated on both uniform random as well as permutation traffic

patterns. The buffering requirements in the MR design are: 2 buffers per injection/ ejection

queue, 3 buffers per input port queue and 32 buffers for the output port queues. Similarly

6By infinite, an extremely large value is implied.
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Figure 5.9: Performance of the router designs.

the FR design requires 3 buffers per input VC, and two 16 buffer queues at the output ports

(see figure 5.8). The injection/ ejection queues are the same size as the MR design.

Discussion: Figure 5.9 shows the performance of the routers under both benign and

adversarial traffic conditions. From figure 5.9a, it can be observed that all router designs

achieve the target throughput when configured with the buffering resources mentioned

earlier. However in terms of latency, the MR design outperforms the FR and IQR routers.

This discrepancy is due to the routing algorithms employed by the routers. The MR design

only uses minimal routing while the FR and IQR routers employs UGAL which can send

packets both minimally and non-minimally. Although no packets should be sent non-

minimally under favorable conditions, our simulations shows that UGAL makes incorrect

decisions on about 8% of total packets and sends them non-minimally leading to higher

average latencies compared to the MR router. Permutation traffic patterns such as transpose

traffic represent adversarial traffic conditions for the fully connected network. Under these

conditions (see figure 5.9b), the performance of the MR design is limited to only 1/64

packets/cycle/node. However, by using non-minimal routing, the FR and IQR design

can load-balance the network channels and achieve much higher throughput performance

(≈ 0.42 packets/cycle/node for FR). Similar performance results were observed on other

well-known permutation patterns.
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Figure 5.10: Power and area comparison of the designs.

5.4.3.2 Power and Area Evaluation

This section discusses the power and area consumption of the router designs. A 22nm

technology process is targeted for the evaluation as shown in table 5.5. For each router

component, its static power, dynamic energy and area consumption is estimated using

the DSENT [89] modeling tool. SRAM-based buffers are assumed for the router queues

and CACTI [98] is used to estimate the power, energy and area of these structures. The

dynamic power consumption of a router model is estimated by collecting activity factors

for its various components from the cycle-accurate simulator while it is operating at the

target throughput (90% of capacity). For ease of presentation, the power/area numbers

are lumped into four categories: arbitration (allocators, arbiters), buffering (queues, pipeline

registers), muxing (crossbars, multiplexers, demultiplexers) and SERDES (serializer, de-

serializer circuits).
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Discussion: From figure 5.10, it can be seen that the traditional input-queued router

(IQR) consumes about 20× more power and about 6× more area than the proposed routers

(MR and FR). The bulk of the power/area consumption in the IQR design (see figures 5.10a,

5.10b) is due to the allocators and the crossbar switch. This is because the complexity of

these structures scale quadratically with the number of ports [44]. Therefore they become

prohibitively expensive in a fully-connected network. These expensive structures are

replaced by simple arbitration and multiplexers/de-multiplexers in our designs. Hence, by

adopting a topology-aware design approach, the expensive structures found in traditional

routers are completely avoided leading to considerable savings in power and area. Figure

5.10 shows that the IQR design employs more buffering than the proposed routers. This

is because the topology-agnostic IQR design puts down the same amount of buffering at

each router port regardless of its utilization requirements. In a fully-connected network,

since packets arrive at different rates at the router ports (see insights in section 5.4.2),

provisioning the same amount of buffering for all ports causes underutilization leading to

higher power and area consumption.

5.5 Quality-of-Service (QoS) Guarantees

Virtualization is important for server consolidation and enables better utilization of system

resources. A basic requirement of virtualization is isolation. Ideally, isolation has to be

provided both at the software and hardware level to minimize interference between the

virtual machines (VMs). Providing isolation at the hardware level ensures fairness in

resource usage and prevents any one virtual machine from hogging up the system resources

either inadvertently or maliciously. For hardware isolation to be effective, it has to be

provided at all levels, i.e. processor, memory and network. A system employing a fully-

connected point-to-point topology is ensured fairness at the network level. Every node
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Figure 5.11: An 8-node fully-connected network is partitioned into two halves. Each line in
this topology figure represents two unidirectional channels. In the absence of any inter-
partition communication, the 32 channels that cross the partitioning boundary can be used
to double the bandwidth in the bottom partition of the network.

has dedicated channels to other nodes in the network. Hence, a fair uniform level of

bandwidth is guaranteed to each node of a virtual machine (VM). However, this section

shows that a fully-connected network can be easily reconfigured to provide differentiated

quality-of-service (QoS) to the virtual machines. Differentiated QoS enables varied levels of

bandwidth guarantees in the network.

A possible use scenario for differentiated QoS is in the cloud-computing space where the

infrastructure is offered to customers as a service such as Amazon’s Elastic Compute Cloud

(EC2) [5]. Amazon offers different pricing options for different levels of CPU/memory

service. Extending this further, if differentiated QoS is available at the network level, then

different pricing options can be offered to customers (VMs) for different levels of guaranteed

bandwidth service.

5.5.1 Differentiated QoS

To see how differentiated QoS can be provided on a fully-connected network let us con-

sider an N-node system. There are N2 channels in the network7. Suppose this system is

partitioned into two portions, a N− K node portion and a K node portion then it can be

7The exact number is N(N− 1). However, this discrepancy does not affect the results of this section.
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seen that:

N2 = (N− K+ K)2

= (N− K)2︸ ︷︷ ︸
N−K partition channels

+ K2︸︷︷︸
K partition channels

+ 2(N− K)(K)︸ ︷︷ ︸
inter-partition channels

Now, if there is no inter-partition communication then the channels that cross the partitioning

boundary are not utilized and lead to wasted bandwidth in the network. These unused

channels can be reconfigured to bolster bandwidth in different portions of the network.

To illustrate, consider the network partitioning example shown in figure 5.11. In this

example, the network is partitioned into two halves i.e. K = N/2. With this partitioning,

the 2(N/2)2 channels that cross the partitioning boundary go unused. However, these

inter-partition channels can be used to double the bandwidth in one half of the network

(the bottom half in figure). To explain how this is accomplished, suppose a virtual machine

is mapped to the bottom half of the network and a sender node s wants to communicate

with a destination node d in this VM. This sender can double its throughput to d by using

its dedicated channel to d and by forwarding packets to d via an intermediate node in the

top partition. Since, each forwarding requires two channels and (N/2)2 forwardings are

needed to double the bandwidth of the bottom half, the unused 2(N/2)2 inter-partition

channels can be employed to accomplish this task. This establishes an important result:

Observation 5.1. Every equal sized partitioning of the fully-connected network results in enough

unused inter-partition channels to provide a 100% increase in bandwidth in any one of the partitions

Using observation 5.1, many partitioning scenarios can be constructed for the fully-

connected network as shown in figure 5.12. A hypervisor can be used to setup (program)

the forwarding paths and map virtual machines to the appropriate bandwidth regions.
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Figure 5.12: Different bandwidth regions can be realized in a partitioned fully-connected
network.

Red (    ) partition 
forwarding paths  

* 
* Yellow(    ) partition 

forwarding paths  
Green (    ) partition 
forwarding paths  

Figure 5.13: Forwarding paths for a 4-way partitioning example.

Illustrative Example: Figure 5.13 shows the forwarding paths for one example QoS

partitioning. Consider the nodes in the red VM. These nodes can communicate with each

other at 4× the bandwidth. This is because in addition to their direct channels, nodes in

the red VM can forward traffic via intermediate nodes in three other partitions (yellow,

blue and green) resulting in a node-to-node bandwidth gain of 4×. Note that the yellow

VM cannot use the inter-partition channels between itself and the red VM because they

have been allocated to the red VM. Hence, nodes in the yellow VM can only achieve a

bandwidth gain of 3×. Similarly, nodes in the green partition can forward traffic via blue

partition nodes leading to a 2× bandwidth gain.

5.5.2 Programmable Router (PR)

This section presents a programmable router (PR) that can support both minimal (1-hop)

routing as well as ‘circuit-switched’ style (2-hop) forwarding. The microarchitecture of

the PR design is shown in figure 5.14. The PR router employs a phit-sized crossbar to

provide the forwarding functionality. This crossbar can be configured (programmed) by

a hypervisor to setup the forwarding paths in a circuit-switched fashion such that all
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Figure 5.14: Microarchitecture of the programmable router (PR).

buffering and arbitration components of the intermediate router are completely bypassed.

Thus, this design exhibits lower latencies compared to the FR router of section 5.4.2.2.

Another opportunity afforded by the PR router is that the buffers at the intermediate nodes

can be power-gated (since they are bypassed) leading to energy-savings in the network.

Note that the forwarding between any two nodes in a network employing PR routers

has to be symmetric. That is, if a node s communicates with d using an intermediate node

i (s → i → d), then d must communicate with s using the same intermediate node i

(d → i → s). This symmetry is required to maintain proper credit flow between the two

nodes s and d. In the differentiated QoS application, this symmetry condition can be easily

met. However, if there is some usage scenario where the symmetry condition proves to be

problematic, then map tables can be employed that relate data ports with the appropriate

credit ports.
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(a) (b)

Figure 5.15: Throughput performance (a) without and (b) with differentiated QoS guaran-
tees.

5.5.3 Evaluation of Differentiated QoS

In section 5.5.1, it was shown that a multi-node cluster employing a fully-connected network

can be reconfigured to provide differentiated QoS when partitioned into multiple virtual

machines (VMs). Differentiated QoS enables multiple levels of bandwidth to be supported

in the network. To highlight these QoS gains, a variant of the uniform random traffic pattern

called ‘virtual machine uniform random (VM-UR)’ was devised. In this traffic pattern,

senders belonging to a VM only pick other nodes in the VM as their random destinations

such that there is no inter-VM communication in the network. The proposed programmable

router (PR) design is used to reconfigure the bandwidths in the fully-connected network.

A 64-node cluster is partitioned into four VMs with 16 nodes each and the VM-UR

synthetic pattern is used to generate traffic inside a VM. Figure 5.15a shows the through-

put performance of the VMs without bandwidth reconfiguration. It can be seen that

all VM nodes exhibit similar bandwidth performance and saturate at an offered load of
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0.25packets/cycle/node. Now using the proposed network partitioning methodology

developed in section 5.5.1, the 64-node cluster is reconfigured into four bandwidth regions:

1×, 2×, 3× and 4×. Figure 5.15b shows the throughput performance of the VMs when

they are mapped into these bandwidth regions. In this case, it can be seen that each VM

exhibits throughput performance proportional to the bandwidth level guaranteed to it.

Finally, as highlighted in section 5.5.2, power-gating buffers at the forwarding ports in the

PR design leads to ≈ 5% savings in router power for this cluster partitioning.

5.6 Summary

The topology of an interconnection network has a profound impact on performance. Silicon

photonic technology enables designers to explore rich topologies that are considered

too complex (from a packaging standpoint) in traditional high-performance networks.

However, it imposes new constraints as well which must be considered during network

design. This chapter presented a thorough analysis of electrical switching within the

constraints of silicon photonic technology. A wide range of network designs were evaluated

and it was shown that a fully-connected network provides the best performance under

both benign and adversarial traffic conditions. Traditional routers employ allocators and

crossbars whose complexity scales quadratically with the radix making them too prohibitive

for a fully-connected network. To overcome the scalability issues of a generic router, this

work adopted a ‘topology-aware’ design approach and proposed novel router designs

that do not use allocators or crossbars. Through detailed analysis, it was demonstrated

that the proposed routers provide greater than 80% savings in area and power. Finally, a

mechanism to incorporate differentiated QoS guarantees on a partitioned fully-connected

network was presented which can easily be deployed in a cloud-computing cluster.
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6 conclusion

Multicore processor chips are commonplace. Processor vendors continue to add new chips

to their product portfolios that offer higher core counts in newer generations targeting

market segments as varied as mobile hand held devices to large-scale server systems.

Putting logic units on the same die has two main advantages. First, since the logic units

are co-located on the same die, the communication distances are small leading to low

message latencies. Second, the high-bandwidth densities of on-chip wires coupled with

multiple metal layers provide ample bandwidth necessary to sustain large amounts of

communication. Unfortunately, as discussed in chapter 1, there is growing evidence that

scaling a single chip to very high core counts will lead to: increasing fabrication costs,

low process yields, power delivery and heat removal limitations. Due to these cost and

yield concerns, a system designer would ideally like to package together multiple smaller

die that are easy to fabricate using a communication technology that enables the same

performance level as a single large monolithic piece of silicon. Unfortunately, electrical

interconnects are too slow and energy inefficient for communicating over distances longer

than a few centimeters.

Silicon photonics is an emerging technology that offers seamless integration of multiple

chips with high bandwidth density, ‘speed-of-light’ communication at lower energy-per-bit

consumption compared to electrical interconnects. Leveraging these opportunities, this

thesis makes several contributions in different aspects of photonic network design for

multichip systems. A summary of these contributions is provided in section 6.1. Future

research directions are discussed in section 6.2. Personal thoughts and reflections on this

research are presented in section 6.3. Finally, some concluding thoughts and remarks are

provided in section 6.4.
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6.1 Summary

When designing an interconnect, the topology chosen by the architect ultimately determines

its performance – generally measured in terms of latency and throughput – as well as the

cost, e.g. the number of channels and switches required to build the network. As explained

in this dissertation, the topology in a photonic network also determines its laser power

consumption requirements. Considering the optical losses of photonic components and

efficiencies of laser sources in the current technology generation, optimizing for laser power

consumption is a first-order design constraint in photonic networks. Topologies in photonic

networks can be classified into two categories depending on the maximum number of hops

required to convey a message. Optical crossbars or channel sharing networks are 1-hop

whereas communication in path sharing or switched network designs can take multiple

(� 1) hops. This thesis investigated both classes of photonic networks and developed

several new insights and architectures.

Channel sharing designs were the first category of networks considered in this the-

sis. In channel sharing architectures, multiple senders and/ or receivers share access on

the network channels. The simplest network that fits into this category is a minimally

(1-hop) routed fully-connected, point-to-point topology. In a fully-connected topology,

each network channel has one sender and one receiver. Thus, a point-to-point topology

represents a degenerate case in which there is no actual sharing on the network channels.

A fully-connected network provides arbitration-free, non-blocking access to channels but

suffers from low node-to-node (port) bandwidth. Alternatively, sharing between nodes

on the network channels can be increased to improve inter-node bandwidth but this leads

to higher laser power consumption. To investigate this performance-power trade-off, this

dissertation developed an analytical model to demonstrate the limits of channel sharing

under a fixed laser (optical) power budget, and quantify its performance benefits over a

point-to-point network. Using this model, it was demonstrated that under realistic device
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loss characteristics, sharing on the network channels should be restricted to three or fewer

senders per channel. Based on this analysis, a novel channel sharing architecture called

wavelength stealing was proposed. The topology of the wavelength stealing architecture

is similar to the point-to-point network except for the fact that multiple senders share a

network channel. One of the senders is called the ‘owner’ while the other senders are

called the ‘stealers’. In the wavelength stealing architecture, the owner is guaranteed access

on the channel in a non-blocking manner and the stealers are allowed access only when

the owner is not active. Another feature of the wavelength stealing architecture is that

the stealer nodes access the channel opportunistically in an arbitration-free manner. That

is, these nodes do not participate in any arbitration or wait for permissions to access the

channel. This enables the wavelength stealing architecture to achieve lower latencies and

higher throughput compared to arbitration-based designs. Evaluation of the wavelength

stealing architecture on a 64-chip macrochip system revealed that this design provides

up to 28% better energy-delay performance compared to the point-to-point network on

some high-performance-computing (HPC) applications. Furthermore, this dissertation

developed a novel quality-of-service (QoS) mechanism for enabling performance isolation

between multiple virtual machines (VM) running on a partitioned multichip system that

employs the wavelength stealing interconnect. The proposed QoS algorithm can be de-

ployed in the hypervisor such that it can map the VMs to the appropriate regions in the

network to provide the desired isolation guarantees.

Switched photonic networks were also explored as part of this thesis. Due to the high

device loss of optical switches that can be fabricated in the current technology generation,

this dissertation only focused on electrical switching in photonic networks. Switched

networks are commonplace in computer systems. However, as demonstrated in this thesis,

silicon photonic technology imposes new constraints and provides unique opportunities

that are quite different from traditional electrical networks requiring a fresh look at electri-
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cal switching within the purview of this new technology. Hence, this thesis provided a

thorough evaluation of popular electrically-switched networks within the constraints of

silicon photonic technology. It was demonstrated that photonic topology imposes a fixed

cost per network channel as opposed to traditional electrical networks where channels are

assigned different costs depending on their lengths. Different categories of topologies were

considered in this evaluation (direct/ indirect, low-/ high-radix) and it was demonstrated

that an adaptively routed fully-connected topology in which packets can take non-minimal

(2-hop) routes provides the highest performance under both favorable and adversarial

traffic conditions. Since, the logic complexity of traditional input-queued, virtual-channel

routers scale quadratically with the number of ports, these routers become prohibitively

complex for fully-connected networks. To design efficient routers, this dissertation adopted

a topology-aware design approach and developed insights that show that the expensive

logic structures (crossbar switch, switch allocator and virtual-channel allocator) needed

for other topologies are not required in routers designed for the fully-connected topology.

Leveraging these insights, this thesis proposed novel router designs that consume signifi-

cantly less area and power than a traditional input-queued router while achieving similar

performance. A novel QoS mechanism to provide differentiated bandwidth guarantees in

the network is also developed as part of this thesis. Using the proposed mechanism, the

bandwidth in a fully-connected topology can be re-configured to realize multiple regions

with different throughput guarantees. A hypervisor can be used to provide this reconfigu-

ration functionality and map a VM to a network region whose throughput guarantee is

consistent with the bandwidth demands of that VM.
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6.2 Future Work

This section surveys some potential avenues for future work that extend the research

conducted in this thesis.

6.2.1 Extending Wavelength Stealing Architecture

The wavelength stealing interconnect – proposed as part of this thesis – is presented

in chapter 4. Multiple senders share access on a network channel in this architecture.

Specifically, one of the sender nodes on the channel is called the ‘owner’ and the other

senders are called the ‘stealers’ of that channel. However, as explained in chapter 4, due to

link loss considerations, the sharing in this architecture is restricted to just two senders

per channel, i.e. there is one owner and one stealer. To coordinate the activities of these

two senders, the control mechanism presented in section 4.2 employs erasure coding and

some special control wavelengths per channel. Going forward, when the optical losses of

photonic components improve, then sharing beyond two senders may be more effective

from a power-performance standpoint. In this case, the proposed control mechanism will

need to be extended to provide the correct functionality. Extending erasure coding to

higher capability is straightforward as there are methods described in literature to generate

erasure codes of a desired strength. However, designing the functionality of the control

wavelengths is not straightforward and needs to be worked out for higher degrees of

sharing.

6.2.2 Design of Multi-macrochip Systems

The scalability of the fully-connected topology was explored in chapter 5 for the macrochip

system. Scaling the fully-connected topology to higher node counts requires bandwidth to

scale quadratically with the number of nodes. Using conservative estimates and projections,
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it was shown that the scalability of the macrochip system is limited to 128 chips when

targeting an inter-chip port bandwidth of 20Gbps. To scale to higher chip counts, a ‘multi-

macrochip’ approach has to be adopted. This opens up a plethora of design challenges. For

example, in a single macrochip system, the optical fibers connected along the perimeter

are used to deliver optical power for two purposes: intra-macrochip communication and

connecting to I/O devices. Moving to a multi-macrochip system, the optical fibers have to

be provisioned for inter-macrochip communication as well. Since, the number of optical

fibers that can be connected along the perimeter of a macrochip is limited, optical fibers

devoted to intra- and inter-macrochip communication as well as I/O have to be carefully

partitioned. This partitioning will affect the type of inter-macrochip topologies that can be

realized given a desired system size. These considerations need to be investigated further

to understand the trade-offs involved in mutli-macrochip design.

6.3 Reflections

This section presents my opinions and thoughts on silicon photonic technology and optical

network design. It should be emphasized that these opinions may not reflect those of the

my collaborators and co-authors. Needless to say, they may change at anytime in the future.

6.3.1 The Challenge of High Static Power Consumption

Channels in photonic networks are sourced with laser power regardless of whether they

are being utilized or not. This is one of the reasons why the bulk of the power consumption

in photonic networks is static power. To make matters worse, due to the high optical losses

in the current technology generation, this static power cost is rather significant. To justify

these high activity-agnostic power costs, this dissertation argued that photonic technology

should be deployed in high utilization scenarios. Herein lies one of the main challenges
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with this technology. It is well known that network traffic exhibits bursty behavior [10, 86,

32]. Thus there is significant down time on the network channels followed by periods of

activity. However, due to the lack of energy-proportionality with network activity, this type

of traffic behavior is ill-suited for photonic networks from a power-performance standpoint.

Moving forward, I can see two possible ways these inefficiencies could be overcome:

• First, optical devices could improve significantly in terms of their losses, efficiencies

and/ or tuning power requirements leading to a reduction in the static power con-

sumption of photonic networks. This can either increase the energy-efficiency to such

an extent that the overall power consumption becomes less of an issue or it can skew

the dominant factor in the power consumption towards the dynamic component

making photonic networks more energy-proportional.

• Second, efficient techniques to turn-off the laser sources during periods of down time,

or divert light to only those network regions that have active communication could

become viable.

6.3.2 Need Photonic Technology Roadmap

One of the biggest challenges I encountered in conducting research in nanophotonics is

the lack of a technology roadmap or consensus in the device losses of optical components.

Thus, the values of device losses assumed in prior papers have varied greatly leading to

designs that show fundamentally different trade-offs. This creates confusion for researchers

trying to learn about prior work and causes frustration for scientists trying to publish in

this area. Due to this reason, I believe that all interested parties – be it industry or academia

– should take part in an extensive roadmapping effort for silicon photonic technology. To

learn more about the merits of undertaking this effort, I refer any interested reader to an

excellent commentary paper written by Kirchain and Kimerling [45].
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6.4 Closing Remarks

Optical technology has been extremely successful in long distance communication and has

been instrumental in bringing about the telecommunication revolution (telephone, internet

etc.). For a long time, the costs associated with optical technology prevented its mass

adoption in short reach applications. However, through exceptional pace in innovation,

researchers were able to fully integrate optical devices with a complementary-metal-oxide-

semiconductor (CMOS) process. This meant that industry could leverage the economies

and infrastructure of CMOS to fabricate photonic devices that could solve some of the

problems facing computing systems today.

This dissertation has investigated one application of silicon photonic technology – pro-

viding seamless integration of multiple chips with high bandwidth-density communication.

However, it is important to emphasize that the findings and contributions of this disser-

tation go beyond just multichip networks. That is, the solutions presented in this thesis

could be applied to any silicon photonic interconnect, be it for on-chip communication in a

multi- or many-core setting or between servers in a large-scale system.

I firmly believe that silicon photonic technology holds a promising future. Regardless

of whether I will get a chance to work on it again in my professional career, I plan to follow

any progress and development in this exciting field for years to come.
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